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Despite being one of the foremost American intellectuals of the mid-twentieth century, Harold
Rosenberg (1906–1978) was utterly incapable of fitting in—and he liked it that way. Signature
cane in one hand and a cigarette in the other, he cut a distinctive figure on the New York City
culture scene, with his radiant dark eyes and black bushy brows. A gangly giant at six foot four,
he would tower over others as he forcefully expounded on his latest obsession in an oddly high-
pitched, nasal voice. And people would listen, captivated by his ideas. With Harold Rosenberg: A
Critic’s Life, Debra Bricker Balken offers the first-ever complete biography of this great and
eccentric man. Although he is now known mainly for his role as an art critic at the New Yorker
from 1962 to 1978, Balken weaves together a complete tapestry of Rosenberg’s life and literary
production, cast against the dynamic intellectual and social ferment of his time. She explores his
role in some of the most contentious cultural debates of the Cold War period, including those
over the commodification of art and the erosion of individuality in favor of celebrity, demonstrated
in his famous essay “The Herd of Independent Minds.” An outspoken socialist and advocate for
the political agency of art, he formed deep alliances with figures such as Hannah Arendt, Saul
Bellow, Paul Goodman, Mary McCarthy, Jean-Paul Sartre, Willem de Kooning, and Jackson
Pollock, all of whom Balken portrays with vivid accounts from Rosenberg’s life.Thoroughly
researched and captivatingly written, this book tells in full Rosenberg’s brilliant, fiercely
independent life and the five decades in which he played a leading role in US cultural,
intellectual, and political history.
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CreditsIndexprologueHarold Rosenberg always resisted the in-crowd. From the moment he
entered Erasmus Hall in 1919, an elite high school in Brooklyn, he felt ostracized by the rivaling
cliques of students who dominated the social scene. Many came from rich families—Jewish and
non-Jewish alike—but he found no common ground with even the few freshmen who lived in his
own dreary neighborhood of Borough Park. His father, while intellectually inclined, was a lower
middle-class tailor who had moved the family from Harlem when Harold was eight to settle in a
Jewish community where the way of life was decidedly conformist. Religion became anathema
to Rosenberg—he hated the long, ritualized Saturday services—along with his father’s
bourgeois aspirations. By the time he attended Erasmus Hall, his anti-authoritarian streak was
intact. The only place he felt at home was on the baseball field or when rowing on the lake in
Prospect Park.Fig. 1. Elaine de Kooning (1918–89), Harold Rosenberg #3, 1956. Oil on canvas,
80 × 59 × 1 inches. National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution.To compound his sense of
difference, Rosenberg grew to be 6 feet, 4 inches tall. By the time he was an adolescent, he
towered not only over his family but also over his teachers and fellow students. With his radiant



dark eyes capped by black, bushy brows and a prominent forehead, he came across as a
colossus, a sort of oddity (fig. 1). To add to his eccentricity, his high-pitched, nasal voice always
seemed out of sync with his height. He lumbered through the corridors of Erasmus Hall, where
he became more and more introverted and had little interaction with his classmates. As a result,
studying became his primary outlet. In today’s terms, he was a nerd. But once Rosenberg
graduated, his disdain for the in-crowd intensified, as did his requirement for independence.
These traits defined him and later seeped into his intellectual life, where he became known as a
loner. He may have encountered many like-minded, progressive thinkers in New York, but there
were few occasions on which he became part of a community or cohesive social group, except
when he was in the company of artists.Although Rosenberg would become one of the foremost
American intellectuals of the mid-century, he was constitutionally incapable of fitting in. His
aversion to the status quo had been ingrained since childhood, but as his success as a writer
grew, his self-confidence soared. He became not only assertive but also combative, undaunted
by power. Many of his peers were put off by what they perceived as his arrogance. Others,
however, viewed his willful opposition to conformist culture as a strength, particularly when he
stood up to the bullying of the American Communist Party (CP), which attempted to infiltrate
publishing circles during the Great Depression just as he came of age as a writer. But even his
detractors knew that Rosenberg possessed a certain brilliance—particularly Clement
Greenberg, the art critic for the Partisan Review and The Nation, who became one of his primary
adversaries. As Greenberg admitted, Rosenberg’s erudition was astonishing. Even though he
himself would never take to the philosophical thrust of Rosenberg’s essays, he came to feel
undone by Rosenberg’s prominence and reputation.the intellectual captains of thousandsMost
readers of the mid-century knew Rosenberg as an art critic and only by one essay. When “The
American Action Painters” was published in ARTnews in late 1952, it caused an enormous stir.
Yet Rosenberg had actually written few tracts on art. He got his start by writing poetry, short
stories, reviews, and literary commentary, in the early 1930s—just as the Depression set in—
and this carried his career for more than three decades. In the “little mags” of the day, such as
transition, Symposium, and Poetry, he expounded on his signature trope of action, an idea he
inherited from Karl Marx but revised decade by decade until he finally abandoned the conceit
when he began to write the Art Column for the New Yorker in 1967.Rosenberg’s plan from the
outset was to rewrite socialist theory by granting the individual, or “hero” as he called him, a
central place in Marx’s dialectical take on history. Although he was an admirer of the German
philosopher, and of disciples such as Lenin and Trotsky, he had little truck with collective action,
such was his contempt for the CP, especially once it infiltrated the Federal Writers Project where
he was employed during the Depression. He was interested more in the drama of human action,
or resistance to mass conformity: the ethos he believed drove the modernist period and its core
investment in originality. Many of these ideas were elaborated in essays that were eventually
published in Partisan Review, Commentary, Kenyon Review, and later in Dissent, where Marx is
fused with trenchant, yet eloquent analysis of the trials that beset self-expression. Some of



Rosenberg’s tracts, such as “The Herd of Independent Minds,” written in 1948, became
scorching indictments of his peers whom he felt had forfeited their intellectual independence by
remaining oblivious to “social thinking.”1 They had capitulated to the dogma of the New Criticism
to explain authenticity in art and literature, with the result that their writing became disaffected
from its context and succumbed to banality and sameness. It was no wonder that Rosenberg
failed to secure a full-time appointment at any of these journals until he was approached much
later by William Shawn to write for the New Yorker.Rosenberg had been anointed the first New
York correspondent of Les Temps modernes, the journal launched by Jean-Paul Sartre shortly
after Paris was liberated from the Third Reich. By the late 1940s, his writing had become
associated with the international dimensions of existentialism. He was known for his uniquely
American spin on subjectivity. But the affiliation with the French periodical was short-lived,
lasting less than four years. Rosenberg’s morality intervened when Sartre endorsed the French
Communist Party in 1952. He quit, just as he had walked out on the Partisan Review a few years
earlier after its editors, William Phillips and Philip Rahv, adopted a prowar stance when the
United States joined the Allied Forces in World War II. Rosenberg had turned down their offer to
serve as the Washington, DC, correspondent while he lived in the nation’s capital working on the
Federal Writers’ Project. He felt there was no literary life in the city to expound upon: just a
government machine that churned out conventional prose that stifled the writer’s singularity.For
all of his association with some of the foremost intellectual publications of the mid-century,
Rosenberg remained an outlier. He was never part of a core literary group or publication, even
once he began to write for an upscale magazine like the New Yorker. Editors such as Phillips and
Rahv knew that he could never be assimilated and expected to adhere to their editorial program.
They may have solicited his reviews and essays, but they did not want his ideas imprinting
Partisan Review on a routine basis, particularly once he accused them of succumbing to the
“herd” instinct by depoliticizing the journal. Rosenberg wanted no connection with a periodical
that had given up on Marx and whose cultural coverage abided by a neutral formalist outlook. It
shunned the social histories that cradle writing and what goes on in the studio: these agencies,
he felt, were key to understanding the meanings of the modernist period in the postwar United
States. He believed action could account not only for the writer’s choices but also for the
alienation experienced through interaction with the new bureaucracies and marketplaces as
cultural production escalated in the late 1940s.Rosenberg’s principles directed his professional
life to the extent that they limited his publishing options. Though his independence was
essential, diplomacy was never his strong suit. He thought it was his duty to point out the myopic
mindset of the “intellectual captains of thousands”2 who oversaw magazines such as Partisan
Review. It was a matter of integrity. However, he never felt unmoored by the lack of a permanent
home for his writing: the edge was where he wanted to be situated. From this distanced position,
more could be gleaned about the changed historic circumstances that weighed upon self-
expression after 1945, particularly as mass culture spread. As a result, he had strong champions
in Hannah Arendt, Saul Bellow, Paul Goodman, and Mary McCarthy, among others, who



responded to his autonomy and risk taking.It was an ironic stroke of fate that the most prolific
phase of his career came late and was associated with art criticism. Rosenberg’s social world
had always included artists. He had a short stint in the Works Progress Administration (WPA) as
Willem de Kooning’s assistant before being transferred to the Writers’ Project. He loved the
company of painters and sculptors, and in 1948 became an early member of The Club, an artist-
run gathering place that ran a lively schedule of lectures and panel discussions in which he
actively participated. In the interim, he had sustained friendships with Arshile Gorky, Hans
Hofmann, Barnett Newman, and Jackson Pollock. He also teamed up with Robert Motherwell as
the literary editor for the short-lived possibilities, and wrote brief introductions for exhibitions
such as Six American Artists at Galerie Maeght in Paris and The Intrasubjectives at the Samuel
Kootz Gallery. Many artists who became associated with the New York School responded to
Rosenberg’s metaphor of action with its core emphasis on subjectivity. Most were averse to the
evaluative approaches of formalist writers, such as Clement Greenberg, especially as that tack
made no provision for subject matter. When Les Temps modernes invited Rosenberg to write on
the preoccupations of contemporary American artists, action became not only his conceit, but
something he incorporated into his title. If Sartre had not gravitated toward the communists, “The
American Action Painters” would have appeared in his journal. Instead, it ran in ARTnews, where
it ignited an extraordinary response and became part of the identity of artists who emerged at
mid-century.For all the discussion that surrounded Rosenberg’s key essay, he penned few
subsequent tracts on art until the early 1960s. Although Thomas B. Hess, the managing editor of
ARTnews, provided him with ongoing opportunity, he remained committed to writing on cultural,
literary, and political themes, such as the postwar phenomenon of the “orgman” who so slavishly
devoted himself to the corporation that nothing remained of his own self or individuality. To
Rosenberg, such conformity amounted to a profound dehumanization, akin to totalitarianism.
Originality, as a result, had become profoundly threatened and vulnerable. The “intellectual
captains of thousands” were mostly to be blamed. They provided no radical alternative—just
dreary Orwellian prophecy that failed to grasp the undercurrents of American culture where
social change was frequently articulated. If only they had consulted Marx!Still, “The American
Action Painters” continued to frame Rosenberg, and by the time he brought out a short
biography of Gorky in 1962, his image as an art critic was molded, at least in the public
imagination. Once the Art Column for the New Yorker became his beat, he knew that his idea of
action was spent, and the term ceased to be a mainstay of his vocabulary. Its basic tenets were
no longer relevant. Yet Rosenberg knew the opportunity existed to take on the new American art
establishment that emerged in the 1960s: the “herds” of writers, curators, collectors, and
tastemakers who canalized the interpretation of painting and sculpture. His writing remained
consciously pitted against the discourse of a new generation of formalists who, in his estimation,
set back criticism by avoidance of social history. Their analysis was never hard-hitting, nor did it
get to the crux of an artist’s work, driven as it was by theories of stylistic continuity. It was all
flaccid thinking, he felt, too mainstream and focused on connoisseurship. No wonder it became



appropriated by the marketplace.Rosenberg remains one of the most original critics to have
emerged in the postwar United States. His ideas are deeply connected to the early twenty-first
century, when the museum has become a contested site, its programming deemed exclusionary
and narrow. He took on these issues more than sixty years before, first in “The American Action
Painters” and later in the pages of the New Yorker. His notion of a “herd of independent minds”
made him a prescient thinker. His corpus of writing yields razor-sharp insight into our current
cultural predicament. No other writer on art of his generation was as fluent on the end of the
modern period.1never had any dreamsborough parkhis argument involved both word magic and
economic determinismDuring the summer of 1928, Harold Rosenberg, who was twenty-two
years of age, encountered Harry Roskolenko (a future journalist, poet, and novelist), on the
steps of the New York Public Library. It was the start of a friendship that would last a lifetime.
Roskolenko recalled that their conversations from this period were heady, a crucial part of their
intellectual development. He described the scene at the library that summer, with its mix of
students, soapbox orators, academics, misfits, and radical thinkers, as “our Roman circus and
our Greek forum.”1 Everyone was there, he recalled, “from Kenneth Burke to Sidney Hook,
philosophers, critics, grammarians, Marxists, Trotskyists, Stalinists, technocrats, vegetarians,
free lovers—everybody with a talking and a reading mission.”2Roskolenko vividly remembered
that their talk centered on Karl Marx and his followers, which in the summer heat occasionally
forced a few dialecticians off the steps of the library and into the third-floor reading room to
consult references to bolster their contentions. Later, in the evenings, they imbibed bootleg
whiskey to excess while continuing to fold Marx into their political discussions. Rosenberg
plunged into these exchanges with alacrity, while forming close relationships with Roskolenko
and Burke. Burke, who was an editor at The Dial, a literary publication founded in 1840, was up
on the intricacies of Marxism and could recount how Lenin and Trotsky had reshaped the
doctrine in the 1920s to incorporate both literature and art.During the summer of 1928,
Rosenberg was recuperating from osteomyelitis, a debilitating bone infection that left his right
leg permanently immobilized. He would require a cane to walk for the rest of his life. He became
afflicted with the disease shortly after graduating from Brooklyn Law School3 in 1927 and was
hospitalized for more than a year before returning to his parents’ home in the Borough Park
neighborhood of Brooklyn to recuperate. Despite his schooling, he would never express interest
in the law. Once he took up writing, he used his first major essay, “Character Change and the
Drama,” to dispel any identification with the profession, announcing that “the law is not a
recognizer of persons.”4 Unlike literature, he felt, legal tracts did not offer empathy or insight into
human behavior. Rosenberg was fundamentally unchallenged by law school and spent his time
in class “drawing portraits of people to keep from being bored to death by the lectures.”5 Looking
back, he concluded that he “really studied art in law school.”6During his long illness, in which his
leg was in constant danger of being amputated, Rosenberg continued to draw and to paint. He
also read novels for the first time. He zeroed in, especially, on Thomas Mann’s The Magic
Mountain7 with its setting in a sanatorium in Switzerland. Mann’s tale became a symbolic means



for Rosenberg to come to grips with his prolonged rehabilitation, his mortality, and isolation. After
he fully recovered in 1929, whatever desire he had to work in a profession that could provide him
with a stable income dissipated. May Natalie Tabak, whom he married a few years later, recalled
“that the practice of law had many social and financial appurtenances he might never acquire by
his writing was never discussed.”8 The summer of 1928 and its prolonged engagement with
Marx had brought him alive after a dormant four years in law school and a subsequent
enfeebling ailment. In short, it defined him, providing him with a sense of intellectual purpose he
had not previously been able to imagine.Rosenberg’s take on the tedium of his education was
exaggerated, however, offset by his introduction in law school to philosophical readings that
were later useful.9 The early tracts of Plato’s Dialogues, for instance—which emphasized the
primacy of questioning in the acquisition of knowledge—came in handy on the steps of the New
York Public Library when Marx surfaced as his go-to figure. Roskolenko viewed Rosenberg as
someone with enormous analytical acumen who “started out as an artist and became a writer.
His critical faculties forced him to change over.”10 While Rosenberg would continue to paint into
the mid-1930s, even taking life drawing classes at a settlement house, he realized that he was
more predisposed toward writing, and the debate that surrounded Marx was enthralling.As he
continued to argue Marx with Roskolenko and Burke, Rosenberg began annotating a copy of
Lenin’s pamphlet What Is to Be Done. He wanted to be versed in every aspect of Marxism. In
one note he stated that “Marx’s collective hero was overtaken by [the] concept of process . . .
Lenin [was the] receiver of Marx’s action-thinking but on planes of organized intellectuals instead
of social classes.”11 Lionel Abel, an essayist and playwright who met Rosenberg a few years
later, just as the effects of the stock market crash of 1929 set in, remembered that once
Rosenberg took up writing, he developed a resistance to doctrinaire Marxism. The party line
holding that independent thought was self-indulgent in the wake of widespread unemployment
became a platitude to him. However, he retained a lifelong interest in Lenin and Trotsky, as they
had incorporated the individual into communism’s core belief in the equitable distribution of
capital. Sometimes, he brought a sense of whimsy to these exhilarating subjects that
occasionally marked his writing. During the early years of the Great Depression, Surrealism—
which Roskolenko described as “closer to Trotskyism in France”12—made inroads into their
conversation, subtly shifting its emphasis. Abel recollected with amusement Rosenberg’s
unorthodox approach, noting, “Harold . . . took the view that Marxism was two things: it was
Talmud, to be sure. But it was also Cabala. And he thought that the role of literary men should be
to develop the arcane, cabalistic side of the Marxist doctrine. In his conversations, at least, he
gave instances of what he had in mind; I shall never forget the evening when he proved that
Helen of Troy—his argument involved both word magic and economic determinism—was really
a loaf of bread.”13never had any dreams, ambitions, ideas of being anythingThe sense of
rejuvenation that Rosenberg experienced in the late 1920s marked a change from the inertia
that pervaded his childhood and early adult years. Law school, to be sure, had been a
monotonous episode. Even late in life, he never mentioned his elementary school education,



such was his ennui. He most likely enrolled at the public school in Borough Park before
attending high school at Erasmus Hall, which was known for its excellent teaching and strict
admissions policy. He later conceded that he “never had any dreams, ambitions, ideas of being
anything.”14 He entered the elite school in 1919 at the age of thirteen, but felt awkward and was
unable to fit in (fig. 2). As a kid from a lower-middle-class family, he had to grapple for the first
time with privilege and dominant social groups. Or, as he depicted them, “the beautiful girls,
raccoon coats, hip flasks, and terrific parties from which the likes of me were more or less
excluded.”15Fig. 2. Unknown photographer, Harold Rosenberg as a Young Man, n.d.
Photographic print. Harold Rosenberg Papers, Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles
(980048).Rosenberg’s sense of ostracism affected him emotionally. He revealed, “There was a
lot going on in which I could not participate. These kids were very sophisticated, they were up on
all the latest movies.” He responded by retreating. The disparities in class were too difficult to
negotiate, the territories of affluence a mystery. In fact, Rosenberg felt snubbed by the social
factions at Erasmus Hall, alienated by what he referred to as “the Flatbush League and also by
the rich Jews who did have . . . their own gang.” Although raised in a Jewish family, he lacked the
requisite worldliness to enter their circle. Unlike the parents of the “rich Jews,” his father was a
tailor with a low-level position in a large company. (Rosenberg withheld many details of his
biography, including the name of his father’s employer, such was his apathy.) He found his
classmates’ attitudes irksome, their poise too mannered: “Even though they were a little too
conventional, they went along with the style of the Flatbush aristocrats.” However, the few
students in his year whose backgrounds were similar to his provided no acceptable social option
either. He described them as too “serious,” desirous only of a secure job after college: the kind of
legal career that he himself eventually spurned. Rosenberg thought they had no “style.” He
viewed them as a group of dweebs. In sum, he was a misfit who eschewed contact with his
peers.16Rosenberg considered himself a street kid, unlike them. Although born in the
Williamsburg section of Brooklyn, he lived until he was nine in a tenement in Harlem where he
was weaned on gang warfare and ethnic rivalry among the Italian, Irish, and Jewish
constituencies. While these clashes did not carry over to his life in Borough Park—which to this
day remains an enclave of Orthodox Jews—he found his new surroundings on 45th Street and
Fort Hamilton Parkway oppressive and bleak. Rosenberg remembered living in a nondescript
apartment building near a field amid a sea of empty lots where he and his friends spent their
spare time playing baseball and punch ball. They also made occasional forays to Prospect Park
to row on the lake. Although Borough Park was more pedestrian than Harlem and offered more
traditional boyhood experiences, he always retained the scrappiness he had developed in
Harlem. As one of the few students from Borough Park admitted to Erasmus Hall, Rosenberg
knew he would have to repress his rebelliousness, but still it would resurface after his formal
education ended.In high school, Rosenberg diverted his attention from the in-crowd by focusing
on his grades. He learned to survive by “keeping out of trouble so that nobody would bother
him.”17 He recalled that he had wanted to become “invisible,”18 a state that would contrast with



his adult assertiveness. Although he later boasted that he had made little effort to achieve
academic distinction at Erasmus Hall,19 and that his high grades had come easily, the need for
self-protection induced introspection as well as a painful sense of difference not only from his
classmates but even from his own family. These early feelings of exclusion eventually
contributed to the independence of his intellectual outlook, issuing from his intense scrutiny of
the herd instincts that breed conformity and the limitations of “style” to engender originality.Once
he graduated from high school in 1923 at the age of seventeen, Rosenberg knew that the last
thing he wanted was a regular job. His negative view of work had been exacerbated by the
blandness of the menial positions he held as a youth, the first of which consisted of working as a
“picker” at the Charles Williams Stores, a mail-order house in Brooklyn, where he literally skated
from aisle to aisle collecting merchandise for other employees to pack and mail. His mother was
opposed to her son working, but Rosenberg lied about his age to gain the job when he was just
twelve and a half years old. His considerable height was an advantage. However “revolting
and . . . a destruction of time,”20 the position took him away from home where he felt stifled, at
odds in his parents’ world, with its rigid politics and Orthodox Jewish values. But he was fired
from his job after a few weeks, when a supervisor from the Stores caught on to his real
age.When Erasmus Hall adjourned for the summer, Rosenberg worked six days a week and
long hours (in jobs that, again, he never named in interviews),21 all of which invaded his
cherished time to play baseball. His experience of labor left him averse to regular employment,
especially after his illness. The reflection provided by lying in bed and reading for a year led him
to surmise that “the primitive impulse which generated an artist or a writer is the feeling that
under no circumstances will you devote your life to the theme of earning a living.”22 His anti-
authoritarianism—which he later theorized within Marxist discourse, eventually landing on the
loss of the individual in a burgeoning corporate culture in the postwar United States—emanated
from these early encounters with boredom, and the insipid routine of enacting the same task
daily. When juxtaposed with the economic freedom that the “Flatbush aristocrats and rich Jews”
knew, and the advantages that permitted them to travel to Europe when Erasmus Hall was in
recess, his lower-middle-class existence felt particularly confined and joyless. It induced the
lethargy that he succumbed to in school.After high school, Rosenberg spent a year at City
College of New York (CCNY) in Harlem, “really for no reason at all; just to have something to
do.”23 Anything to avoid a job. At City College, which was known for its progressive
curriculum,24 Rosenberg was part of a generation of students that included Barnett Newman as
well as other notable leftists, anarchists, and Marxists such as William Phillips and Sidney Hook.
Nonetheless, he soon opted out and enrolled in Brooklyn Law School (fig. 3), only to remain
equally dispirited.25 He was unambitious until he met Harry Roskolenko and Kenneth Burke,
and took up writing.Fig. 3. Unknown photographer, Graduation from Brooklyn Law School, 1923.
Photographic print. Harold and May Tabak Rosenberg Papers, Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution.Like many of his contemporaries who would later become connected
with Partisan Review—the foremost literary publication to emerge in the United States in the late



1930s—Rosenberg was caught between two worlds and social strata. He would never settle into
the normalcy of middle-class life. The unquestioning acceptance of a complacent existence was
abhorrent to him, as it was to many writers who came of age in the Depression. For Rosenberg,
as a Jew, this sense of unrest involved a specific anxiety. He stated in hindsight that he could
never abide by his father’s “bourgeois aspirations.”26 Nor could he abide by his identity as an
Orthodox Jew, someone for whom religion was paramount. Although his father introduced him to
Torah and Talmud at the age of five, and taught him Hebrew, he loathed going to synagogue in
Borough Park on Saturdays. The ritual of services he endured as another form of tedium. He
found the choirs in the synagogues “extraordinary,” having the “most magnificent music,”27 but
the length and didacticism of the sermons were unbearable.Rosenberg described his father,
Abraham, as an intellectual and a poet, regardless of his occupation as a tailor.28 “He was a
quiet, meek little man who believed in honesty as the best policy,” Rosenberg recounted, “a man
who loved his children . . . [and who] was full of clichés, all of the highest moral character.”29
Abraham loved to read and to write verse in Hebrew in his spare time. The interior spaces of the
family apartment were banal and outfitted with prosaic furniture, but at home Abraham was
“devoted to literature, ideas, and study.”30 Yet however learned and principled a man, he could
never become a “modern person.”31 Abraham carried with him the weight of the Polish ghetto
where he grew up before immigrating to the United States at the age of eighteen.32 He was
hemmed in by tradition and an immutable set of beliefs. Hence, his need to live and remain in
Borough Park. Above all, Rosenberg deemed his father incapable of allying his erudition with
new fields of thinking, such as “psychology.”33 From his standpoint, Abraham remained obtuse
to the sensitivities and intelligence of his children, stifling rather than encouraging their
inquisitiveness, despite his personal imperative to be a good father. Family visits to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York each Sunday only compounded Rosenberg’s
impression of his father being caught in a bygone world. While he and his brother, David, were
taken with the installations of “medieval armor and Japanese swords, which we had read about
in fairy tales,”34 his father gravitated to the ancient Egyptian section. The museum, Rosenberg
apprehended, was a place of “silence,” where the “past isolated itself and proclaimed the
sacredness of Other Times.”35 In short, he thought it a place that impeded curiosity.Outside of
the surfeit of religion in his household, and Abraham’s conventional approach to fatherhood,
Rosenberg became distanced from his father’s Zionist politics and advocacy of an independent
Jewish nation. He realized that he had never encountered among his father’s friends a single
socialist, intellectual, or secular Jew, let alone a Gentile,: that is, people for whom religion was
not essential or who had alternative political views. His father’s generation had been divided on
the issue of Israel long before statehood was achieved in 1948. Still, Rosenberg declared, that
“whole subject bored me to death. I was never interested in it as a kid.”36 The idea of an entire
country organized around one faith seemed to him too limiting, a duplication of Borough Park
from which he longed to escape. To compound his self-righteousness, he derisively proclaimed
that the “Young Zionist Organization [was] filled with climbing lawyers”37—the profession he



himself disavowed.By contrast, Rosenberg’s maternal grandfather was a bear of a man named
Edelman from whom he inherited his height.38 Edelman worked at a slaughterhouse operated
by the United Dressed Beef Company located on the East River and 42nd Street, near the
present-day site of the United Nations. Whatever Edelman’s day job entailed, Rosenberg
described his grandfather as a craftsman by disposition, who in his retirement repaired antique
watches as a hobby and became a landlord of a complex of buildings he had purchased in
Williamsburg. Evidently, Edelman was an impossible man—vituperative, stern, disagreeable,
and antisocial. He instilled fear in his family as well as in most people whom he knew. Despite his
formidable, overbearing presence, “everybody was under the general spell of this enormous bull
who did everything the way he wanted it and brooked no opposition from anybody.”39
Rosenberg came to identify with him rather than with his own father.Although Edelman was
religious, he considered all synagogues corrupt and refused to become part of a congregation.
Instead, he celebrated the Sabbath in his home in Williamsburg with a few disciples where he
doubled as rabbi and cantor. Although he chose Abraham to become the husband of his
daughter, Fannie, because of his doctrinal conviction, after their marriage he became suspicious
of his son-in-law’s position on Zionism, believing that he was unduly forcing the issue of a Jewish
homeland. From his perspective, that entity still awaited the fulfillment of Old Testament
prophecy. In his grandfather’s literal adherence to biblical texts, Rosenberg recognized not only
an aversion to politics but also a desire to uphold the purity of the scriptures, a trait he
considered to be generational. He stated of him and his friends, “They felt you had to wait until
the Messiah arrived on a white horse and summon[ed] the Jews to Israel at the end of days. The
notion that some secular individual like Theodor Herzl, who was practically a Frenchman and
wasn’t even a Jew from their point of view, turned up with a political idea of bringing the Jews
back to Israel struck them as absolute heresy.”40Rosenberg knew Edelman was more of a
throwback to a premodern period than his own father, to a past that predated Herzl’s formation
of the World Zionist Organization in 1896. Yet, he was charmed by his grandfather’s eccentricity
and likened him to characters in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick. He thought of him as an avatar of
both the whale and Captain Ahab, his girth folded into one expansive metaphor. Unlike his
rejection of his father’s bourgeois longing, Rosenberg was held by his grandfather’s
independence as well as his defiance of organized religion. That he denounced the institution of
the synagogue, while serving as the local mohel who performed circumcisions for family
members and friends in Williamsburg, added to Rosenberg’s estimation of the mythic
dimensions of his individuality. Like Lenin, Edelman was an archetypal figure to Rosenberg, a
“hero” who stood out from the masses.Rosenberg himself never became a Zionist, although he
understood the wish to be connected to a homeland. He might have been bored by the issue as
a child, but when he pondered the implications of the new state of Israel in the late 1940s, and
its outgrowth from the barbarity of anti-Semitism—which he wrote on for Partisan Review and
Commentary41—the example of his grandfather reemerged. He was now able to articulate that
Jewish identity emanated from “the sense of living within a cycle of repetitions that time after



time brought Jews to re-enact, individually and collectively, certain characteristic events of their
history, such as the return to the Land of the Fathers.”42 Such reenactments he knew were
personal, as well as psychologically complex, “deeper than religion . . . and deeper than political
and social ideology,” as he wrote in 1950, “and could not be represented monopolistically by any
‘organized group.’”43 For him, these actions were emotional, expressed through connections
with Jewish history.He may have been at odds with his grandfather’s religious practice, but
Rosenberg read his “eccentricities and old-fashioned”44 ways as prototypically nineteenth-
century American. Edelman’s individuality was enabled, he thought, by a romantic culture that
sometimes tended toward the bizarre and quirky. Through the process of acculturation, he
became a “pioneer.”45 Rosenberg noted that none of his grandfather’s children, most of whom
were born in Vilna, Lithuania,46 retained a foreign accent. Instead, they became integrated into
the fabric of American life and resisted Orthodox Judaism—except for Fannie, his mother.
Fannie was bound to the prescribed gender roles of her faith and lived to serve her husband.
Her brothers, by contrast, inherited Edelman’s anti-establishment views and acted on their own
moral authority. One of them became a painter whom Rosenberg credited as having introduced
him to art. Rosenberg wrote off another of his mother’s siblings—their names were never passed
on by Rosenberg to his own family—as a “con man”47 who made the rounds of the fairs and
circuses orchestrating scams, and who ironically became a member of the Elks Lodge, a
fraternal order. Another of these “adventurous pranksters,”48 as he called his uncles, rode with
the US Cavalry hunting down the Mexican leader Pancho Villa following his raid for arms in
Columbus, New Mexico, in 1916.49 Like Edelman, they were all nonconformists.As Rosenberg
later thought about Jewish identity in the wake of the Holocaust, he recognized that his own
reenactment of history was caught up with his grandfather. He found parts of himself in this
“venerable”50 ancestor. He also thought of himself as a modern American and wrote, “Few of us
are duplicates of our grandfathers, in either thought, feeling, speech, or appearance. Very often
we even differ from our fathers, too, in most respects. We are, to a large extent, new people—as
everything in America, and in many other parts of the world, tends, for better or worse to be
new.”51 Through the process of self-actualization, he dissociated himself from his father’s
religion and his own childhood in Borough Park, with all its ethnic homogeneity. But in his
grandfather Edelman he found, much as he did in his uncles, a mesmerizing eccentricity, a trait
that he emulated, knowing it was the means to get beyond the conventionality of his
upbringing.talk at siegmeister’s studioRosenberg may have objected to his father’s formality, but
the older man’s intellectual interests imprinted him, and he eventually decided to take up writing
poetry. Abraham’s verse was written in Hebrew and given to biblical themes. Yet that was
inconsequential to Rosenberg. He knew that the Hebrew language, with its crisp, staccato
rhythms, was deeply emotional and lyrical. His only sibling and older brother, David (fig. 4), had
become a poet and continued writing until his death in 1962.52 When Harold was in high school,
David introduced him to the works of English poets of the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries,
including the poems of Robert Herrick; Samuel T. Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan,” the opium-induced



reverie that inaugurated the Romantic movement in the late eighteenth century; and Francis T.
Palgrave’s Golden Treasury, a volume published in 1861 that became wildly popular during the
Victorian period. Near the end of his senior year at Erasmus Hall, the metaphysical dimensions
of Coleridge’s poem had, as Rosenberg recalled, “a magical effect on me . . . up until then I didn’t
know what was going on.”53Fig. 4. Unknown photographer, Portrait of Brother David, 1929.
Photographic print. Harold and May Tabak Rosenberg Papers, Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution.While Harold was in Brooklyn Law School, David introduced him to the
West Village, where he was living and doing odd jobs to support his poetry. There, Harold for the
first time met writers and painters (outside of his wacky uncle). He came to love the bohemian
neighborhood and its countercultural scene. Through his weekend visits to the Village, he now
understood understand that Borough Park also had its own “advanced group”54 of poets,
painters, and musicians who met regularly to discuss modern art at the studio of Elie
Siegmeister, an aspiring conductor and composer. (Siegmeister left Brooklyn in 1927 for Paris to
study with Nadia Boulanger.) Harold was brought into the circle around 1926 or 1927 by Harold
Baumbach, a painter, and David Arkin, a poet (who became the father of Alan Arkin, the
actor).55 He knew Arkin from Erasmus Hall. Arkin was, as May Natalie Tabak described, an
“individualist,”56 suggesting that he was unusual. He similarly had known Baumbach from
childhood and Baumbach introduced Rosenberg to painting.57 After listening to performances
of Stravinsky and Schoenberg on the top floor of the cottage on the grounds of Siegmeister’s
parents’ “beautiful mansion”58 in the “plushy” district that he once thought closed to him, they
discussed writers who appeared in transition—the monthly literary journal founded by two
American exiles, Eugene Jolas and Elliot Paul, in Paris in 1927.59It was through transition that
Rosenberg became acquainted with the work of André Breton, André Gide, Gertrude Stein,
William Carlos Williams, and James Joyce. Although he started to write poetry during this
period,60 he claimed he “didn’t do much about it,”61 which suggests some hesitation to enter a
public arena. That professional transformation came about a year later, when he met
Roskolenko and Burke on the steps of the New York Public Library in 1928. But with his new
understanding of modernist literature formed by the talk at Siegmeister’s studio, and the intense
reading he did while recovering from osteomyelitis, Rosenberg felt fortified to abandon the legal
career to which he had halfheartedly committed.2in the landscape of sensibilityeast houston
streetdon’t be too heavily impressed by rosenberg as an artistWriting, as Harry Roskolenko
observed, become Rosenberg’s métier once he had fully recovered his health in 1929. While he
painted intermittently into the mid-1930s, after his introduction to transition magazine he began
composing short stories, literary commentary, and poetry. Three years after Siegmeister’s salon
had disbanded, he published “A Fairy Tale” in transition, setting in motion a career and a new
sphere of contacts. The piece, published in June 1930, is a witty, Surrealist-tinged tale of a
homosexual man’s ill-fated encounter with the law.1 The man remains undone by an arrest for
loitering because it is “the unveiling of [his] soul”2 that he seeks. The story was immediately
noticed by Parker Tyler, who had just become associate editor of Blues: A Magazine of New



Rhythms. Blues was a short-lived yet highly influential magazine founded a year earlier, in 1929,
by Charles Henri Ford in Columbus, Mississippi, where Ford had lived since childhood. At the
outset, Ford enlisted William Carlos Williams and Eugene Jolas as contributing editors. Upon
reading Rosenberg’s spoof of the legal system, Tyler tracked him down through Harold Anton, a
painter who lived in the West Village and who knew David Rosenberg.Both Tyler and Ford were
gay, and they probably assumed that Rosenberg was, too. At least, the gist of “A Fairy Tale”
might have suggested a queer identity. After meeting Rosenberg, Tyler wrote to Ford—who
moved to New York in 1930—to convey that “I had an interesting talk with Rosenberg, who is
(not attractive but brilliant). He has done a book on esthetics, of which Hound & Horn is
contemplating printing one chapter . . . Rosenberg will send several things [for Blues].”3 Most
people found Ford to be extraordinarily handsome, and his refined, chiseled features were a lure
for photographers such as Cecil Beaton. Tyler was similarly fetching, his aquiline profile later
captured by the avant-garde filmmaker Maya Deren (fig. 5). Despite Tyler’s flippant description,
Rosenberg was arresting, his height not only formidable but his face later likened by Saul Bellow
to that of a “king, of an odd kind. A New York-style king.”4 To Tyler, who was notoriously catty,
Rosenberg may not have been glamorous, but his imposing stature, piercing dark eyes, and
arched brows projected an image of intellectual authority. There was only one anomaly to his
bearing, besides his enfeebled right leg: Rosenberg’s towering bulk was at odds with his high-
pitched, nasal voice that never deepened as he got older. Still, Tyler was dazzled by
Rosenberg’s literary commitments and the professional connections he had begun to forge.Fig.
5. Maya Deren (1917–61), Parker Tyler, c. 1944. Gelatin silver print, 13 13/16 × 8 1/8 inches.
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Purchased with funds contributed by Donor’s trust, 2015.Hound &
Horn was another of the “little magazines,” like transition and Blues, that formed part of a
publishing movement that coalesced organically in the late 1920s, just as Rosenberg embarked
on his career as a writer. The collective aim of these journals was to provide a platform for avant-
garde literature that could not be absorbed by mainstream periodicals, such as New Republic,
Harper’s, The Nation, and the New Yorker. Hound & Horn was established by Lincoln Kirstein
and Varian Fry in 1927 while the two were students at Harvard University, and was patterned on
T. S. Eliot’s Criterion. In its seven-year run, the magazine featured work by Kenneth Burke,
Malcolm Cowley, Marianne Moore, Ezra Pound, Gertrude Stein, and William Carlos Williams, as
well as illustrations and photographs by artists such as Charles Burchfield, Walker Evans,
Gaston Lachaise, and Ben Shahn.5 (Numerous writers overlap in the “little magazines” of the
period, given that publishing outlets were scarce even for known figures, such as Eliot, Pound,
and Williams.) Rosenberg’s chapter on aesthetics never appeared in Hound & Horn. Nor has a
manuscript surfaced in his papers.6 But he did subsequently publish in Blues after meeting
Tyler.If anything distinguishes the short story, “A Relative Case of Absolute Collaboration,” that
he submitted to Blues, it is the clumsy and incomprehensible prose, even though the piece was
intended to be enigmatic and whimsical. The tale centers on two scientists, Sousa and Jaquot,
whose research on time and space unfolds in a laboratory in Prospect Park, Brooklyn. The



characters are polar opposites: one (Jaquot) is a dreamer, the other (Sousa) analytical. Jaquot
ponders how he can ally his imagination with his profession, believing it the only way for a
scientist “to act,”7 or make a breakthrough. Rosenberg implies that reverie is the best agency for
science and sides with Jaquot, the visionary. Whatever the literary shortcomings of the story, it
left Tyler convinced of Rosenberg’s sagacity. His appreciation, however, was not shared by Ford,
who reluctantly capitulated to Tyler’s enthusiasm and published the fable.Nevertheless, Tyler did
turn down two poems that Rosenberg sent to Blues along with his story. As he wrote to Ford,
they were not “pleasing or successful”8 enough. As their friendship intensified during the early
1930s, Tyler compared Rosenberg to a “father,”9 even though he was only two years older. Tyler
had also referred to Ford as a parent and himself as a “son,”10 since Ford had provided his
introduction to literary modernism. But once Ford left New York for Paris in 1931 and the Blues
team disbanded, Tyler was in want of another patriarch who could oversee his maturation as a
writer. Enter Rosenberg. Tyler and Ford continued to work together and collaborate via mail on a
roman à clef of the New York gay demimonde that was composed partially of passages from
Tyler’s letters.11 After the book, The Young and the Evil, appeared in 1933, Tyler began to probe
the narrative distinctions between the essay and the novel. As in Rosenberg’s “A Relative Case
of Absolute Collaboration,” he thought that these differences hinged on analysis and
creativity.Rosenberg helped shape Tyler’s evaluations of literature and became a role model for
his work. Tyler cast him in his unpublished memoir, “Acrobat in the Dark: A Metaphysical
Autobiography,” as “the epitome of the essay . . . The man whose veins are as the rivers of
reason in the landscape of sensibility.”12 Ford admonished Tyler not to “be too heavily
impressed by Rosenberg as an artist. Ask him to let you see his imagination.”13 Yet Tyler
continued to defend him. In their transatlantic correspondence, he declared, “what makes you
think Im deceived in Rosenberg; its his intellect not his imagination Im fond of.”14 Ford was
irritated by Tyler’s admiration of his new friend, suspicious not only of Rosenberg’s writing but of
the threat he posed to their relationship. When Rosenberg launched The New Act, A Literary
Review in 1933 with H[offmann] R[eynolds] Hays, a translator and writer, Ford reported to Tyler
that the journal’s title was plagiarized from his own (unpublished) novel, “The Acts.” Tyler
reprimanded him, stating that Rosenberg got to his tag through “philosophical speculation”15
and not by theft or appropriation.Through Tyler, Rosenberg met Lionel Abel, a poet and rabbi’s
son with whom Tyler was involved in a clandestine affair. (Their relationship was not made public
until after Abel’s death, when he was outed by Ford. Abel had wanted to maintain a heterosexual
identity.)16 Unlike “father,” the pet name that Tyler conferred on both Ford and Rosenberg, Abel
was his “fetich,” or fetish.17 Abel was a slippery, dark figure who could be brutish, but he had a
deep interest in literature.18 He also became close to Rosenberg. Their friendship, while
frequently competitive and quarrelsome, was rarely set back by envy, unlike Ford’s divisive
strategies. Tyler, Abel, Roskolenko, and Hays became part of Rosenberg’s inner circle in the
early 1930s, along with Kenneth Burke. While Abel was perennially homeless during this period
—at least that is how he is pictured in The Young and the Evil—the four writers lived together



with Rosenberg and Tabak in a building of cold-water flats at 230 East Houston Street, near
Avenue A, for a brief stretch from mid-1932 through late 1933. There, in a building across the
street, Hays and Rosenberg put out their literary pamphlet, The New Act. Tabak, who married
Rosenberg in 1932, remembered with fondness life in this near-derelict building: “On Sunday
mornings, as our friends woke up on the various floors, they’d drop in on us for breakfast. During
these lazy sessions unexpected trivia were more likely to be mentioned than at other times.”19
No matter that their quarters were spare, the toilets shared, and the bathtubs plumbed alongside
their kitchen sinks, the warmth of their conversations offset the dingy digs heated during the
winter only with kerosene heaters. Money was tight, and their belongings few, but the rousing
talk transcended their accommodations.east houston streetEast Houston Street was actually a
step up from Rosenberg and Tabak’s first abode on Paradise Alley, off 11th Street near Avenue
A (fig. 6), where they lived for a few months after marrying. They had to enter their apartment
complex through a large iron gate that opened onto a courtyard framed by their tenement and
several smaller buildings. (The site was later immortalized by Jack Kerouac in The
Subterraneans.) The staircases were narrow and rickety, and the laundry was hung to dry from
the interior windows. The temporary residence was tiny in comparison to the sprawling loft
building they occupied with Tyler, Roskolenko, Hays, and Abel.Fig. 6. Unknown photographer,
Courtyard of Paradise Alley, c. 1930s. Photographic print.Tabak thought Tyler was “beautiful,”
unlike the more “All-American” Ford who could have been a “Hollywood star,” as she
described.20 Rosenberg was similarly taken with Ford’s elegant sister, Ruth, a model and
actress, whom he pursued in the dance halls in Greenwich Village on the weekends shortly after
his wedding. The flirtation set in motion a lifelong string of infatuations and affairs. Rosenberg’s
dalliances were known to almost everyone except Tabak until the early 1950s. For all his
rejection of his parents’ staid lifestyle and the ongoing violation of his marriage, he remained
loyal to his wife, however tempted to leave. From the outset, he felt entitled to his trysts and
viewed them as a response to the bourgeois institution of matrimony.Unlike Ruth Ford, who
became a muse for photographers such as Cecil Beaton, Man Ray, and Carl van Vechten, Tabak
was decidedly bohemian, her zaftig figure clothed in dirndl skirts and shawls that she bought on
the Lower East Side and adorned with peasant jewelry. Her dark, shoulder-length hair—
sometimes swept into a bun—framed her broad face and soulful eyes capped by curved brows.
Though she was of medium height, she barely reached Rosenberg’s chin; he towered over her
as he did over almost everyone. Tabak was enthralled by the bohemian world to which
Rosenberg introduced her. Yet she was perpetually insecure, and frequently at sea socially. She
considered herself bright, but many of Rosenberg’s friends, especially Lionel Abel, questioned
whether she was her husband’s equal. Her self-doubt intervened at notable junctures as
Rosenberg’s career escalated. Although she remembered the scene on East Houston Street as
a vibrant crucible for literary ideas, her role was primarily domestic, even though she was the
breadwinner and supported the household through a part-time job as a social worker.It was on
East Houston Street that Parker Tyler acquired the literary education that he wanted, largely



through Rosenberg’s dissemination of “trivia” during their leisurely Sunday mornings. Although
Tyler’s modernist sensibility had been informed by a mix of writers, such as Mallarmé, Proust,
and Freud,21 his reading became better moored through Rosenberg’s extemporaneous
lectures. Despite his shyness in high school, Rosenberg now became accustomed to presiding
over conversations. He was particularly adept at expounding on Old and New Testament
subjects, as well as on Plato and Dostoevsky. Tyler was held by his knowledge and ability to link
characters in these texts to the “dames and the guys”22 they knew from the street. But like Abel,
who had steered Tyler to Mallarmé and Rimbaud during their affair,23 Rosenberg frequently
became exasperated by Tyler’s presumption that he could write about these authors without in-
depth study. He was galled especially that Tyler deigned to apply Marx to one of his essays,
protesting, “You haven’t really read all that much Marx, you know.”24 While Rosenberg had
become steeped in Marx during this period, Tyler skirted close reading and presupposed he
could grasp any author through intuition. As Tabak observed, “He believed that as a poet he
could understand—intuit—without any of the crutches scholars and politicians required.”25
Ultimately, Tyler would remain more a disciple of Freud than of Marx, drawn to his theories of the
Oedipus complex and libido.Much to Rosenberg’s chagrin, Tyler wrote about many of the same
figures as he himself did during the 1930s and the 1940s, such as Shakespeare, Dostoevsky,
and Gide. He had little faith in Tyler’s reliance on instinct as he more methodically mapped out
the crises endured by his subjects and their determination to “act.” Despite their like interests,
there was no unity of approach.26 While Tyler would chip away at the psychological dimensions
of his characters, declaring Hamlet to be “his author’s whipping boy,”27 Rosenberg dispensed
with Freud, believing psychological methods a projection of the writer’s own neurosis onto a
novel. Shortly before Tabak and Rosenberg began to live on East Houston Street, Rosenberg
weighed in on psychology as an analytical tool in a review of Kenneth Burke’s first volume of
literary criticism, Counter-Statement, in Symposium. Symposium was a bimonthly publication co-
edited by James Burnham, a young Trotskyist and professor of philosophy at New York
University, and Philip E. Wheelwright, his former teacher at Princeton. (Burnham, most likely,
was part of the “circus” of radicals who convened at the New York Public Library in 1928.) During
its three-year run, Symposium featured work by John Dewey, Sidney Hook, and Dwight
Macdonald, among others.Rosenberg thought that Burke’s book was filled with “brilliant
insights”28 but pulled down by the assumption that psychology affected human “action,” a word
Burke used in the context of Thomas Mann and André Gide.29 Rosenberg listed his misgivings
in notational format, with one entry reading: “The idea that a work of art is a successfully
constructed psychological machine deliberately designed to arouse emotions.”30 Psychology
would never provide Rosenberg with access to character. No matter Burke’s disclaimer that it
was the “psychology of the audience”31 that determined literary form, thereby making the reader
an equal partner in generating a text’s meaning, Rosenberg always considered such analysis
opaque. Unlike Burke’s radical restructuring of the author/reader relationship, he demanded a
more straightforward explication of the emotional life of protagonists in any novel.However,



Rosenberg found Burke’s writing to be disciplined and lucid in contrast to Tyler’s. Tyler’s
impassioned renderings of Shakespeare were alien to Rosenberg: too subjective, and written in
campy, overbaked prose. Yet his reservations did not interfere in his decision to include two of
Tyler’s poems and a review of recent books by Sherwood Anderson, William Faulkner, and John
Herrmann in The New Act when it was launched in 1933.32 Although Tyler did not feel his
poems represented his “best”33 work, as he explained in a letter to Ezra Pound, he thought the
review would “knock their 2 eyes out”34 (Hays being one set of these “eyes,” Rosenberg the
other). One of his poems, “Shipshape Climber,” an ode to Hart Crane, had been rejected by the
editors of Hound & Horn. But Rosenberg felt that it stood out among Tyler’s works, endowed with
singular syntactic clarity.35Rosenberg remained loyal to Tyler, Roskolenko, Burke, and Abel,
even though he would occasionally disagree with them in print. He went out of his way to include
them in most of the journals he edited. There were notable exceptions to this pattern, however:
Rosenberg’s association with H. R. Hays became strained through collaboration on The New
Act.36 His increasingly assertive personality became daunting, impossible to negotiate. Still, his
feelings of loyalty overwhelmed most quarrels relating to literary judgment. Outside of his
unrestrained pleasure in dominating discussion, there was more like-mindedness between
these friends than Rosenberg initially let on. As the decade of the 1930s wore on, they all
became opposed to an “art for art’s sake” ethos that extended the solipsism of symbolist poets
whom they had once read with interest. This opposition directed their work. Burke had been the
first to declare, in Counter-Statement, that the “the purity of . . . Epicureanism”37 was no longer
viable, especially given the class and economic disparities italicized by the Great
Depression.the real focus of a poem is never the particular person or thingAlthough Parker Tyler
had had doubts about publishing Rosenberg’s poetry in Blues, as they became tight friends, he
probably recommended Rosenberg’s work to Richard Johns, the editor of Pagany: A Native
Quarterly, who published his first poem, “Prayer for a Prayer,” in 1931.38 Another of the fleeting
“little magazines,” Pagany was founded by Johns in Boston in 1930 before he relocated to New
York in 1932, where it folded a year later. Johns was an ardent defender of “native” literary
expression and had an editorial mandate to focus on contemporary American writing. His
mission was to correct a bias toward British and European writers within the publishing
community. To reinforce his American credo, each issue of Pagany featured work by Williams
Carlos Williams, who was recognized as one of the country’s foremost poets. Williams’s
autobiographical novel, A Voyage to Pagany, inspired Johns’s title, with pagus a metaphor for the
still small community of American writers. In addition to Williams’s poetry, Pagany also serialized
his novel, The White Mule, over the life of the publication.39Johns had approached Williams to
become a co-editor of Pagany, an offer that he declined. Williams remained a fierce advocate for
the magazine and steered many writers to Johns. Pagany quickly gained a reputation for its
highbrow content, won in large part through the continual presence of Williams, and featured
work by Tyler, Ford (who also acted as an unofficial advisor), Abel, Burke, Erskine Caldwell,
John Dos Passos, Pound, Kenneth Rexroth, and Gertrude Stein, as well as Louis Zukofsky, a



poet who was part of Tyler’s circle. Zukofsky was veiled in Tyler’s correspondence with Ford as
“Miss Z” and “Elsie,” a controlling yet “suave politician”40 whom both Rosenberg and Abel
“detested.”41 According to Tyler, Rosenberg was undone by the volume of material that
Zukofsky sent to Blues and vowed to outmatch his submissions.42Rosenberg was unable to
convince Johns to take another poem of his for Pagany after pursuing him for two years and
never receiving a response, let alone a letter of rejection.43 Tyler had experienced the same
frustration, although his rebuff was partly induced through provocation. He scolded Johns at one
point by writing, “I know that superficially you have exhibited a gentlemanly tone toward a certain
acrimony on my part toward what I honestly think is a flabby editorial consciousness.”44
Rosenberg, at least, spared Johns the expression of any ill will that he might have harbored
during his silence. All the same, around this time. he established a more productive relationship
with Harriet Monroe, the founder and editor of Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, which she had
founded in Chicago in 1912. Rosenberg subsequently published many of his poems and literary
reviews with Monroe until her death in 1936, thereby gaining a national platform for his work.3a
capacity for actionpoetry: a magazine of verse and the new actmy dear little fellowRosenberg
met Harriet Monroe in Chicago in 1931 where he hitchhiked to spend time with Tabak, who had
enrolled in the Graduate School of Social Work at the University of Chicago for the spring
quarter. He was there to court Tabak but made use of his visit to acquaint Monroe with his work.
He spent an afternoon with her in early June, a meeting he characterized as “a grand pleasure.”1
The trip represented the first time Rosenberg had traveled beyond New York. The Windy City
was a revelation to him. Not only was the metropolis distinguished by modernist architecture, but
Monroe herself had emerged as one of the foremost literary voices in the United States,
contributing to Chicago’s reputation as a literary hub.Tabak had lived in Chicago until the age of
ten. Not long after her mother died, her father, an electrician, moved the family, including her
maternal grandmother, to New York. As Tabak described, her grandmother had “yichus”2 or
“good stock,” a trait that her father wanted replicated in her mother’s absence. She learned
Yiddish from her grandmother, and the conviction that learning was an ennobling pursuit,
paralleled in significance by devotion to the homeless and dispossessed. Acting on her
grandmother’s expectations, Tabak volunteered from the age of thirteen at both a clinic and
Settlement House in Manhattan before she eventually graduated with a teaching diploma.
However, she entered the work force just as the Depression set in and was unable to land a job.
The opportunity to return to Chicago and to work at a social service agency while on a fellowship
was taken as a godsend.Tabak and Rosenberg had been seeing each other for over a year but
were “disturbed”3 by their mutual attachment. Even though they had met through friends in the
West Village—a stronghold of bohemia—she could not imagine a life with a man who was not
financially secure. When she arrived in Chicago, Rosenberg encouraged her to meet an old
friend from Borough Park named Jules, to test the waters. She found Jules, a writer with
independent means, cultured and a “dazzling talker” but too “superficial.”4 His rambling lectures
on literature were pedantic and silly. She missed Rosenberg and “his Bohemian band with their



singular positions on everything.”5 Rosenberg was similarly ambivalent about Tabak. While he
referred to her as “my dear little fellow” in his letters and cautioned her that drinking might be
“harmful to her soul,” the most affection he could muster in his letters was a parenthetical “I like
you.”6 Yet Jules’s attraction to her set him wondering, and he thumbed rides to Hyde Park,
where he lived with her for more than a month. He had hoped to secure a fellowship in the
English Department at either Northwestern or the University of Wisconsin. When both failed to
materialize and he was unable to nail down a job in a bookstore in the Village, Chicago became
more enticing.They stayed in a bleak room with worn furniture that Tabak had rented a few
blocks from Lake Michigan near the University of Chicago campus. The space was dark, with a
single window that overlooked the wall of a light shaft. To add to the grimness, the bathroom was
communal and the shared telephone in the hallway rang continuously. (Tabak later learned that
one of her neighbors was a pimp and his johns called hourly.)7 With a single hot plate to cook
on, they made do on her fellowship. Money was tight, but provisions were provided by her distant
cousin Michael Tabak, who was the manager of a Hyde Park supermarket. Her classmates lived
even more frugally, yet Tabak was able to contribute groceries to their dinner parties through the
bounty extended by Michael.During the day, while Tabak attended classes and met with her
caseload of clients, Rosenberg wrote. However brief, it was a productive period for him. Tabak
recalled that he “enjoyed arguing with the old lady [Harriet Monroe] and listening to her stories
about all the great contemporary American poets.”8 He stressed to Tabak that his days were to
be undisrupted: he was also there to write. She gave up on her education and on Chicago,
however. Her profession required clinical distance from her clients, and she could not
disentangle her empathy from their despair. She was profoundly unhappy, undone by the stifling
bureaucracy of the social services agencies that could not effectively process the hardship
brought on by the Depression. Without reflection, Rosenberg supported Tabak’s position to
leave graduate school. She should feel fulfilled, he thought, just as he did after his decision to
forego a legal career. Still, she felt inadequate around him, even though they ended up returning
to New York and marrying. She was painfully aware that her work failed to interest him and his
friends. “Evidently I was no Dostoyevsky,”9 she allowed. Nor did she possess his prowess in
conversation.the open door policyBy the time Rosenberg met Monroe, she had made Poetry
into one of the leading literary publications in the United States by repositioning verse—after a
long period of dormancy—on par with fiction, music, architecture, and painting.10 Poetry was in
want of a comeback in 1912, having receded from periodicals such as the Atlantic Monthly,
Century, Dial, Harper’s, Scribner’s, and Smart Set, where it once was a prominent genre. By the
1880s, its authority had dwindled, perceived by most editors as academic and the province of a
genteel tradition that had settled into American culture after the Civil War.Monroe’s magazine
became part of a “poetry renaissance” in the United States, and a forum for innovative work. She
enlisted Ezra Pound—who had taken up residence in London in 1908 after finding few outlets for
experimental writing in America—as her foreign correspondent, and Poetry quickly became
international. Within its first three years, the journal published a mix of recognized figures,



including Richard Aldington, H. D. (the poet Hilda Doolittle), T. S. Eliot, Rabindranath Tagore, and
William Butler Yeats, all of whom were either British nationals or American expatriates. In
addition, Poetry featured emerging writers, such as Robert Frost, William Carlos Williams, and
Pound, as well as scores of unknown poets, few of whom, other than Vachel Lindsay, Amy
Lowell, and Alfred Noyes, made a significant impact on poetics or contributed to poetry’s revival.
(Monroe and her associate editor, Alice Corbin Henderson, were also poets who published their
own work in Poetry but remained perpetually in the latter category.)Pound was responsible for
choosing most of the vital writers who appeared in the early issues of the journal, until his
relationship with Monroe became embattled around 1914–15.11 She refused to indulge his
autocratic nature and his demands that she heed all his recommendations. He had advocated
for Poetry to become an organ for the new Imagist movement, the trend that he had named and
which included T. S. Eliot. With a goal to restructure verse through the use of colloquial language
and concrete, spare statement, Imagism shunned symbolist obfuscation. As far as Pound was
concerned, Monroe had missed an opportunity to publish Eliot on a regular basis, losing him to
H. L. Mencken’s Smart Set, as well as other “little magazines,” such as Alfred Kreymborg’s
Others, which was based in Boston and devoted exclusively to poetry. In frustration, he brought
out the Imagist Anthology in 1914, but quickly abandoned the term after tussling with Amy
Lowell, who published her own collection, Some Imagist Poets, on the heels of Pound’s volume.
Pound moved on to new definitions for the renewal of verse yet continued to be put out by
Monroe’s focus on an audience for Poetry, which to him remained an unknowable if not hostile
entity.Monroe knew that the success of her publication depended upon engaging a wide public
not only in the form of patrons and subscribers, but also through what she referred to as the
“Open Door” policy: an assurance to her readers that Poetry was ecumenical, inclusive of all
poetic tendencies, and not shackled by “muzzles and braces,”12 or by one set of critical
standards, such as Pound’s Imagist movement. With the “best work”13 of living poets as her
yardstick, she felt she could mold a publication that would attract a wide readership while
reviving a stagnant literary form, a feat that she accomplished through her business acumen and
considerable knowledge of the field. Monroe prided herself, furthermore, on treating her writers
as professionals by paying them a nominal fee, something few of the “little magazines” could
offer, especially those initiated during the Depression.14Pound balked at Monroe’s democracy
by characterizing the American public as “that mass of dolts” in his poem “To Whistler,
American,” which was printed in the first issue of Poetry.15 He was constitutionally incapable of
abiding Monroe’s diverse array of international, regional, and minor writers. Eventually, in 1917,
he resigned as correspondent to Poetry to work as a foreign editor for the Little Review, founded
by Margaret Anderson in Chicago in 1914 and transplanted to New York three years later. Pound
could better exercise his interests at the Little Review. He steered major writers to the
publication, such as Eliot, Yeats, Joyce, Gertrude Stein, and Djuna Barnes. John Quinn, a noted
New York lawyer and collector, paid for their contributions primarily because of Pound’s input.
But Pound’s didacticism and vituperative outbursts also became intolerable to Anderson after a



nearly two-year period. Beyond his grandiosity and need for control, he respected few editors of
American publications, particularly those directed by women whom he could more easily
manipulate and bully. However, he continued to scout work for Poetry and send Monroe
suggestions long after his position as foreign correspondent had officially ended. Despite their
falling-out, she still regarded him as a shrewd arbiter of contemporary poetics.Monroe was
favorably predisposed to Rosenberg, what with her “Open Door” policy. Soon after their meeting
in Chicago, she commissioned him to write two book reviews, both of which appeared after a
quick turnaround in the December 1931 issue, even though they were characterized by the
same malformed sentences as his submissions to transition and Blues. He criticized Dorothy
Parker’s third volume of poetry, Death and Taxes, for its “technical glibness” in his piece while
vaunting Helen Hoyt’s The Name of a Rose, an elegy composed for her mother-in-law, which he
described as possessing “an honesty of appraisal which is definitely of today.”16 Hoyt, a former
associate editor of Poetry, delivered what Rosenberg wanted from a poem, or so he alleged. It
contrasted sharply with Parker’s compact, unflinching verse that addressed soured trysts with
irony, humor, and sarcasm. Parker’s work was too banal for Rosenberg, not directed enough
from her inner life, a seemingly coy trivialization of quasi-tragic events. As he explained to
Morton D. Zabel, Monroe’s last associate editor, “I had really not expected that Parker’s mixture
of cuteness and ‘frail cups within’ would irritate me so much . . . I did, however, try to be fair,
though it was hard to stand up even for a good phrase in such a melange.”17Parker’s volume
coincidentally opened with “A Prayer for a Prayer,”18 the same title as Rosenberg’s poem that
had appeared in Pagany a few months earlier.19 Yet there was no other resemblance between
their work. Her plea for no “tenderness” from her lover upon her death is at odds with
Rosenberg’s romantic ode, which beseeches Deus to take pity on him as he tackles life’s
adversities. Rosenberg’s reservations about Parker’s verse were not motivated by feud over their
identical titles (which may have been happenstance). He could not get beyond her mordant wit,
feeling it had no place in poetry. As if to apologize for Hoyt’s maudlin subject matter, he
construed that “the real focus of a poem is never the particular person or thing celebrated, but
the great underlying implications”:20 Or, he implied, the grand themes of life’s cycles.
Nonetheless, he responded more to the “slender and typographically exquisite”21 design of
Hoyt’s self-published volume, a feature that allowed him to skirt her poems and remain in
Monroe’s good graces. It was far easier to pan Parker, a writer and contributor to the New Yorker
who had no stake in Poetry, rather than Monroe’s former editor and friend. Monroe was invested
in a favorable review of Hoyt’s work, having published a few of her poems from The Name of a
Rose in an earlier issue.22It would take Monroe a year and a half to warm to Rosenberg’s poetry,
revealing the same hesitation that Parker Tyler had. Moreover, she asked him to rework stanzas
and titles of several offerings before they were printed.23 Rosenberg was convinced of the
clarity of his writing, feeling that it was handicapped only by his almost illegible and minuscule
handwriting. To compensate, he purchased a typewriter in 1932 with the hope of appeasing his
editor.24 Monroe was notoriously exacting and had infuriated the likes of Eliot, Pound, and



Williams by demands for changes. One of her most audacious requests was to ask Eliot to lop
off the last stanza of “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,” believing it too bleak (although she
did relent after Pound intervened, and published the poem in its entirety in 1915). Three of
Rosenberg’s poems were eventually published in the February 1933 issue of Poetry. One of
these was titled “Brain of Happy Fable,” the third stanza of which read:I shall invent an applethat
will force me to love you.And between my violinsand twirling acrobatswe shall be quite unseen
for many hours.25The poem, with its surrealist touches, was dedicated to May, who was by now
his wife. As such, it represented a corny homage to a new union, not unlike Hoyt’s mawkish
elegies. As Rosenberg’s presence in Poetry soared, his relationship with Tabak became thorny,
frequently aggravated by his need to attract women, sometimes in considerable numbers. That
he apparently needed a magic “apple,” or aphrodisiac, to land her in bed, became a recurrent
feature of their marriage. He dominated her from the outset by preying on her vulnerabilities. But
she willingly deferred to his nimble intelligence and voluble manner, and supported their
household until Rosenberg was able to contribute to their finances some six years later.he is
workin’ on local sceneParker Tyler was impressed by Rosenberg’s connection to Poetry. The
magazine had a serious readership and continuous history that had outdistanced most of its
rivals through longevity. When Rosenberg first appeared in Monroe’s journal, Tyler wrote to
Charles Henri Ford that “Rosenberg had two reviews in the current poetry good ones.”26 The
alliance with Monroe added to his view that Rosenberg was a type of “Socrates,” someone he
thought Ford should appreciate. Tyler continued to chastise Ford for his qualms about
Rosenberg. In one letter, he touted Rosenberg as “an intellect you should know even if you had
to learn not to run away from him.”27Although Blues was defunct and could no longer provide
Rosenberg with a platform, Tyler included nine of his poems in an anthology of contemporary
American verse that he edited in 1934, titled Modern Things. The number exceeded those of
contributions by luminaries such as Eliot, Pound, Gertrude Stein, Wallace Stevens, and
Williams, in addition to the work of his friends, Abel, Ford, and Hays. Modern Things reprinted
“Brain of Happy Fable,” as well as a poem titled “Ode,” a paean to carnal love, both of which had
first appeared in Poetry. Yet Tyler was quick to throw out a disclaimer in his introduction that
Rosenberg’s submissions were overly swayed by Marxism rather than being the result of felt
experience. “While I do not suggest that Mr. Rosenberg’s work lacks the quantity of individuality
in the more fundamental sense,” he averred, “I do suggest that his necessary interests have
apparently prevented him from evolving (consciously or unconsciously) a style by which he is
easily recognizable.”28 There was nothing overtly Marxist about Rosenberg’s poetry—no
allusions to labor, class action, or strife—just Tyler’s misreading and eccentricity. Clearly, Tyler
remained tentative about Rosenberg’s potential as a poet, regardless of the amount of space he
gave him. He was hesitant to proclaim him a major, emerging talent.His indecision never
interfered with his professional devotion to Rosenberg—at least not immediately. He defended
Rosenberg’s work to Ezra Pound, who had written off Rosenberg’s writing in a letter to Tyler in
1933 where he stated, “Rosenberg so far hasn’t told me anything I hadnt heard before. Thass



nowt agin him. He is workin’ on local scene.”29 Tyler was not cowed by Pound’s snub of his
friend, and replied that Rosenberg was an essential fixture of a small coterie of writers in New
York who sustained him: “If I hadnt been lucky and met—within the last four years—certain
individuals of personal charm, information and high-powered problematism (Rosenberg, Abel,
Rocco) I should consider my personal contacts here a flat loss.”30 (Joe Rocco was a poet whom
Tyler met in New York in the late 1920s and who published in Blues.) Rosenberg would have
been wounded by Pound’s derision, with its class inferences and condescending mock twang,
especially since he later printed a short “note” by Pound on Rimbaud in The New Act, his
collaboration with H. R. Hays.a capacity for actionShortly before he teamed up with Hays in
1933, Rosenberg published his first major essay, “Character Change and the Drama,” in
Symposium. The article was “the basic piece,”31 as he called it, that directed his output as a
writer. After a long preamble on the legal discrepancies between “being and action,”32 and the
law’s predisposition to view human behavior as routinized, devoid of idiosyncrasy, and without
possibility for transformation, Rosenberg landed on Shakespeare’s Hamlet, a “new kind of
hero,”33 who had discovered a capacity for action by owning up to his fate after avenging the
murder of his father by his uncle. Hamlet, just like the Brothers Karamazov in Dostoyesky’s
novel, Captain Ahab in Melville’s Moby-Dick, Valéry’s Monsieur Teste, and Settembrini in Mann’s
The Magic Mountain, was one of the fictional figures to whom Rosenberg returned throughout
his career, responding to the pathos implicit in the will to act and the self-awaking that ended in
death. They were the imaginary equivalents of a maverick like Lenin, who had overcome an
upper-middle-class upbringing to effect social revolution for the downtrodden proletariat. As
Rosenberg explained in Symposium, individuality grew from a radical impulse to defy conformity
and the status quo. From the beginning, action would become his scale to determine the
effectiveness of a poem, a play, a novel, or a work of art.Rosenberg built on his idea of action
with Hays, to situate the word in a contemporary context, in The New Act, their short-lived
venture that ran through three issues. He had already reviewed William Carlos Williams’s The
Knife of the Times and Other Stories for the Fifth Floor Window, a journal that Hays also co-
edited. He considered Williams’s stories not nearly as “bare”34 as his poems but still incisive,
with the downside that his narratives tended toward moralizing. Marianne Moore wrote to Ezra
Pound that Fifth Floor Window was an undignified title for a journal, as pedestrian as “the fire-
escape or the pollard rubber-tree.”35 She got the gist of the title right: the magazine was
produced in the same dingy edifice that Hays shared with Rosenberg and Tyler on East Houston
Street. Despite the dispiriting title of Hays’s magazine, Rosenberg’s treatment of Williams
“interested”36 her. She must have responded to his insight that Williams’s characters were
incapable of action, their conventional lives too tightly woven into the staid fabric of small-town
New Jersey life. Rosenberg found nothing virtuous in their constricted interactions and
behavior.Pound needed no introduction from Moore to Hays’s journal. He was already a
subscriber37 and had been mentioned by Hays as a writer who was “not yet properly
appreciated”38 in the same issue in which Rosenberg assessed Williams’s tales. Louis



Zukofsky, who sustained a lengthy correspondence with Pound during this period, had written
off the Fifth Floor Window as “shit,”39 its Surrealist underpinnings evidently an affront to his taut,
precise language. Yet Zukofsky’s description did not deter Pound from submitting work to The
New Act after it was launched in 1933.Although their offices were initially located on East
Houston Street, Rosenberg and Hays were soon forced to vacate the building, and the last issue
of The New Act was brought out from 39 Christopher Street, a nondescript, six-story, red-brick
walk-up with tiny, claustrophobic rooms. It was one of the many addresses at which Rosenberg
and Tabak lived as they bounced around every few months during the Depression, perpetually
chasing cheaper rent. Even though Tabak had given up on her graduate degree, when she
returned to New York she worked for the Home Relief Bureau, where she oversaw welfare clients
in the early years of the Roosevelt administration. Their poverty and suffering still got to her, but
Harold’s writing and The New Act needed financing. Tabak thought her job would be temporary,
not knowing the severity and length of what would become the worst economic downturn in
American history. She continued with the bureau for three years while she and her husband
moved in and around the West Village. After long days on the job in Hell’s Kitchen and Harlem,
she would come home to cook and find Rosenberg and his cronies, like Abel and Hays, playing
cards and debating Marx. She justified her role as a breadwinner: “Suddenly it was possible for
two to live as cheaply as one on a salary that would have barely passed muster as a schoolgirl’s
pin money a year or two before.”40 All for the love of Harold and bohemia!the new actIn their
opening statement to The New Act, Hays and Rosenberg averred that “a review, even when it
devotes itself solely to literature, is not a literary review when it incites to action of some sort,
whether it be joining the Socialist Party, or taking hashish and imitating [the Surrealist poet]
Aragon.”41 The New Act was not to be confused with a political broadside, then. It made no
claims that collective action could result in social change. Rosenberg and Hays retained writing
as an individualistic practice, dissociated from the proletarian literature found in journals such as
the New Masses. Ironically, their mandate came from Rosenberg’s ongoing reading of Marx—
the figure he delved into in 1928. In hindsight, he noted, “in the clichés of ‘my’ generation, I found
in his writings a new image of the drama of the individual and of the mass, as I saw in Lenin a
new kind of hero, a sort of political M[onsieur] Teste.”42Harold Baumbach, Rosenberg’s
childhood friend from Borough Park, recalled that Rosenberg and Hays differed on the content
of The New Act. Hays insisted the review contain no political discussion, as it would distract from
submissions by writers such as Pound and Tyler.43 Even though Hays could be perfunctory and
terse, his manner occasionally intimidating,44 Rosenberg prevailed and penned an article for
the first issue that focused on the relationship between the writer and class conflict, knowing that
the word action had become topical and was being used in the context of new social protest
movements and the growing alliances of workers who had become unemployed during the
Depression.Hays led a far less stressful economic life than Rosenberg: he had attended Ivy
League schools and taught English at City College of New York from 1927 until 1929, while he
was still a graduate student at Columbia. He was also distantly related to the Sulzberger family



of the New York Times. However, he was not immune to hardship after the collapse of Wall
Street. Far from it: he went through a lean period after he ceased teaching that resulted in his
joining the Communist Party. Although he was dedicated to Marx, and later wrote poetry for the
New Masses that engaged class conflict, he was unconvinced that an explanation was needed
in The New Act to differentiate the individual from proletarian culture. Nonetheless, Rosenberg
wrote in their first issue, “Literary vision was something else—it trys to see completely.”45 The
writer, as Rosenberg saw it, had the potential to bring about change for himself by drawing on
the imagination and placing literature and politics in dialectical tension.Unlike Hays, who also
gravitated to Surrealism and devoted an entire issue of the Fifth Floor Window to the movement,
Rosenberg still held Marx as the primary catalyst for his thinking, even though Marx’s writings
offered no accommodation of the individual. Where Marx professed that consciousness was
socially determined, not incumbent upon self-knowledge,46 Rosenberg inserted the individual
into that dictum. He admitted that this realignment might be far-fetched, a projection, even. “I
don’t know if I superimposed this on Marx or whether it’s there,” he stated. “It’s one of those
hallucinatory conditions that the mind gets into where you do research and always discover what
you have in mind.”47 He capitalized on what he considered to be a contradiction: Marx’s inability
to reconcile the unique traits of human existence. Class struggle was an “abstract identity,”48
Rosenberg concluded, not only anonymous but limited in its explanation of tragedy.Rosenberg
turned to John Dewey, the American philosopher and educational theorist, to find a way to revise
Marx’s notion of action and situate the individual at the forefront of history. In the next issue of
The New Act, he invoked Dewey when he took on the popular (mis)perception that the artist was
a misfit, an alienated romantic whose neurosis was expressed through an unorthodox lifestyle.
By drawing on Dewey’s emphasis on the “individual’s sensitivity,” Rosenberg asked why “society,
wherever it has not been apotheosized into a shining though vague deity, is still the dull
custodian of sanity.”49 He knew that contemporary writing had moved on from Rimbaud,
Mallarmé, and symbolist poetry of the late nineteenth century, and from its self-indulgence,
ambiguous language, and opposition to bourgeois culture, by adjusting to society. To his mind,
the poetry of Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot was less hermetic, more accessible. As a result, he
believed their work was more at ease with the modern period.Dewey was not attuned to the
social reforms sought through class revolution. Nor were Pound and Eliot. But that did not matter
to Rosenberg. He was attracted more to Dewey’s belief that the individual’s “sensitivity” could
function within society. Rosenberg knew that poetry had run the risk of becoming overly
specialized, devolved into “a patient of different schools of mass-interpretation, behavioristic,
psychoanalytical, marxist, neo-catholic, the soil-novel photography of degenerate local types.”50
If literature was to retain its edge, the self had not only to be foregrounded but also to be
immersed in history. Through combining Marx with Dewey, Rosenberg grafted a new paradigm
for action in the early 1930s.Rosenberg was probably introduced to Dewey’s writings by Kenneth
Burke, who had known Dewey’s work since he was as an undergraduate at Columbia University
where Dewey taught. Moreover, Sidney Hook—who was part of the group that had congregated



on the steps of the New York Public Library—had been Dewey’s doctoral student and became
an enthralled promoter of his pragmatist theories of knowledge. Rosenberg, like Burke, felt that
human experience could not be explained solely in terms of its practical applications, however.
After all, he had given up law school to become a poet. His idealism did not mesh with Dewey’s
reasoning, but he was taken with the philosopher’s belief in the dynamic traits of self-inquiry—
the missing ingredient in Marx’s radicalism.A rift quickly opened up between Rosenberg and
Hays over their interpretation of Marx; that breach was never repaired, and The New Act
dissolved in 1934. Even though Tabak had introduced Hays to his future wife, Juliette, a
designer, and they all continued to see each other at meetings of the Artists’ Union51—a leftist
organization founded the same year—Hays was more ideologically invested in socialism. That
he became a communist was an identity Rosenberg could not countenance. Eventually, they
ceased to socialize at the bars and cafeterias in the Village, especially once Hays became a
noted translator of Latin American writers, such as Pablo Neruda, in the early 1940s. Neruda
had aggrandized Stalin as a political reformer in his writing, rather than representing him as a
tyrant, which was odious to Rosenberg.“epos”Rosenberg commissioned a short piece on
Rimbaud from Ezra Pound for the second issue of The New Act. He hoped the “note” would be
read as an extension of his essay in which he linked Rimbaud to the problem of “sanity.” Pound
referred to his submission as a “confirmation”52 of Rosenberg’s ideas but thought they needed
his clarification. Despite the nod, the two figures were at literary cross-purposes. Outside of the
contrast between Rosenberg’s rambling analysis and Pound’s economic, bullet-type phrasing,
Pound emphasized Rimbaud’s “objectivity,” a trait acquired through perfection of a symbolist
style that subsequently become exemplary for modern poetry. Rosenberg read Rimbaud for his
literary excesses and was unconvinced of his relevance in the early 1930s. Rimbaud might have
been one of the originators of free verse, with his supple delving into the unconscious, yet his
work had become “old-fashioned,” Rosenberg contended, possessing a “personal
freakishness”53 that was extravagant, particularly during the Depression. Pound had figured
prominently in Rosenberg’s essay on sanity, as did Eliot and Joyce, part of a movement he
called the “new individualism” that was more “sane” than Rimbaud’s hallucinations and personal
hieroglyphics. The term “new individualism” was a bit of misnomer, however: their work effected
objectivity through emotional restraint and assiduous word choices that stressed more the
architecture of the poem than the prolonged description of their subjectivity.Rosenberg
subsequently engaged René Taupin, a French literary critic and translator whose career
unfolded in New York, to write on Pound’s poetry for the third and final issue of The New Act.54
He wanted Pound positioned as one of modernism’s major innovators. Taupin rose to the
occasion, as he was keen on Pound’s Imagist movement. (Taupin was professionally associated
with Zukofsky and also maintained a lengthy correspondence with Pound.) Yet Pound never
reciprocated by extending an invitation to Rosenberg to publish in one of his ventures. He did not
consider Rosenberg’s poems and essays as part of an essential discourse: they were too mired
in peripheral influences, such as Marx and Dewey. Hence, the “local scene” slur that he passed



on to Parker Tyler. Pound devalued the work of most American writers who chose to remain in a
country that he thought inimical to poetry and that had a skimpy modernist history. He
questioned, for instance, Wallace Stevens’s “self-imposed isolation.”55 Exceptions were
acolytes, such as Zukofsky. Even so, Rosenberg relished his connection to Pound, unaware of
Pound’s dim view of his work, and dedicated a poem to him titled “Epos” that was published in
Poetry in 1935.56Pound wrote to Rosenberg about the word “epos” (epic), wondering why he
had not used it in his essay on “sanity.” Why had he resorted to the more colloquial expression
“drama” to discuss the revelation of a writer’s inner life ? Rosenberg wrote back to Pound with
the assuredness of an equal—writing to someone in need of a lesson, even—and apprised him
that he believed “drama” was a more current term, that “epos” had passed out of usage and
become pretentious, stuck in the nineteenth century where it was “mixed with confession, with
science, with psychology, with morality, with the ‘sense of Beautay.’”57None of Rosenberg’s
erudition seduced Pound, who overlooked Rosenberg’s work for the Active Anthology that he
edited in 1933, the title a stab at another umbrella term for new verse. He had written to Tyler for
recommendations of poets working in the United States. It did not occur to Pound to include
Rosenberg despite their contact on The New Act. Tyler, ever loyal, passed on Rosenberg’s
name. Pound eventually limited his selections “to poems Britain has not accepted and in the
main that the British literary bureaucracy does NOT want to have printed in England,”58 forgoing
even Tyler’s work in which he had an interest, though he was turned off by its frequent
homoerotic content.59 In the end, the collection highlighted poets such as Basil Bunting, E. E.
Cummings, Eliot, Ernest Hemingway, George Oppen, Williams, and Zukofsky, a largely like-
minded group who propounded the “objectivity” he deemed the hallmark of Rimbaud’s poetry.
(The appearance of Hemingway in the volume was anomalous. Pound thought his verse had
been neglected by most editors, especially in Britain.)Although Rosenberg failed to make the
cut, Tyler excused the omission. In a rare moment of acquiescence, he acknowledged to Pound
that “Rosenberg with his heavily accented shiftings of the logical body is as listless in his lucidity
as a simple lazy man; I guess his poems are lazy too . . . but you wanted something from
America and they DO have a kind of judgement.”60 However, the admission was not serious
enough to hold Tyler back from making Rosenberg the centerpiece of his own collection,
Modern Things, where he weighed the odds that Rosenberg might “be approaching a
style.”61tending towards pure decorationRosenberg soon caught on to Pound’s aesthetics. As
the decade of the 1930s wore on, he was better able to decipher Pound’s “objectivity” and the
elegant way in which The Cantos—Pound’s project that continued for more than fifty yearss,
from the 1910s into the 1960s—with its monosyllabic words and brisk sentences that veiled an
embrace of fascism and of the Italian dictator Benito Mussolini, with whom Pound had a brief
audience in 1933, just as Rosenberg was extolling Pound’s work in The New Act. Following
Rosenberg’s dedication of “Epos” to Pound, he realized that the exiled poet’s writing, as well as
Eliot’s and Marianne Moore’s, was “tending towards pure decoration,” that its “reign [had come]
to a close with the revival of the American labor movement”62 in the mid-1920s. The juncture, for



Rosenberg, now represented a setback for modern poetry.In the late 1910s, with the rise of
populists such as Carl Sandburg and Vachel Lindsay—whose work lauded the midwestern
heartland and its agrarian landscape, stockyards, and stalwart folk—the exploration of formal
languages became secondary in American poetics. Rosenberg wrongly thought these regional
expressions were unable to become “the medium of the masses,”63 and to hold the
considerable audiences that Walt Whitman’s work had done. In his revised take, both the free-
verse movement of Pound and the American School fell short by forsaking a connection to the
self. Poetry had begun to lose its authority, he thought. Where Whitman had submerged himself
in American culture, and had drawn on its diverse imagery in Leaves of Grass and Song of
Myself, poetry had since become less integral to America life. In an article for Partisan Review in
1936, he explained that in Whitman’s realm “every detail of American life, every wheelbarrow,
every word in every book in the library, every machine, everything cast off and floating away, was
lifted to the level of poetry by what America was doing and would do in the future for the
liberation of the Human Being.”64Rosenberg knew there were other explanations for the
fractured state of American poetry. After its entry into World War I, the United States had
become a modern state and leading industrial power. One of the outcomes was that native
literature became simultaneously international and parochial. The dislocation of the “human
being” and the increased tendency toward “decoration” during this transition nagged at
Rosenberg, suggesting that verse had become too narrow. He was dismayed, moreover, by
Pound’s and Eliot’s refusal to acknowledge Whitman, especially since Whitman’s poetics offered
a perfect amalgam of invention and ego. During this period, Rosenberg must have begun to
doubt his own poetry, sensing that it was too self-conscious to affect the ease of Whitman’s
jubilant hymns through his quasi-Surreal themes. His “Brain of Happy Fable” was just such a
gangly conflation. As he thought about the predicament of contemporary poetry, rejections from
editors became frequent. His inclusion in Tyler’s Modern Things had failed to attract notice.
When Harriet Monroe died in 1936, even Poetry magazine became less of an option for his
work.By contrast, Rosenberg’s essays on literature and politics had begun to generate more
attention. They appeared not only in Poetry but also in the Partisan Review & Anvil, an offshoot
of the John Reed Club, as well as in the New Masses, a Marxist magazine that would become
infiltrated by the Communist Party. He gradually gave up on verse, feeling that its modernist
iterations could not respond effectively to the crisis of the Depression. It ceased to be relevant to
him. Poetry’s demise, Rosenberg contended, was brought about largely through material
circumstances: “[When] poetry became pure and detached from social activity and social
responsibility, it was not through an act of perverse will or human callousness. The poet and his
art were pushed into a corner by economic forces which he long ago recognized and hated.”65
This corner represented the academy where the poet was compelled to eke out a living. The
outcome, Rosenberg wrote in Poetry in 1936, was “an internationalism of mediocrity,”66 whereby
Pound’s and Eliot’s prescriptions for purity became ubiquitous. Six years later, in 1942, just as
the United States became part of the Allied forces, he declared to a colleague, “I’m the guy who



doesn’t think that poetry will win the war!”67 capping his doubts on its future. The realization was
slow to unfold. Rosenberg still wrote verse for almost a decade longer and occasionally hedged
his bets on its renewal.68the politics of purityAfter 1936, Pound surfaced infrequently in
Rosenberg’s writing. Despite his earlier desire for Pound’s recognition, he had moved on.
Rosenberg now treated Pound as a historic figure rather than someone with whom he was once
aesthetically aligned. When Pound was awarded the Bollingen Prize in Poetry by the Library of
Congress in 1948 for his Pisan Cantos—the poems he wrote while interned at an American
military detention center in Pisa for his broadcasts on Italian radio against US participation in the
war—Rosenberg failed to weigh in with an opinion. The Pisan Cantos represented a turning
point for Pound: his poems became more doleful through the brutality he experienced as a
prisoner. Except for the members of the Bollingen Committee, which included Conrad Aitken, W.
H. Auden, Eliot, Robert Lowell, Katherine Anne Porter, Allen Tate, and Robert Penn Warren, few
writers, including Rosenberg, could respond to the elegiac content of his verse.The Pisan
Cantos were also patently racist, as were Pound’s strident broadcasts, a feature that some
writers, such as William Carlos Williams, could not ignore. The poet was deported to
Washington, DC, to stand trial for treason after the war but was declared unfit to stand trial (the
opposite attribute Rosenberg ascribed to his writing in The New Act) and institutionalized at St.
Elizabeths Hospital in Bethesda, Maryland, for a twelve-year period. The selection of Pound for
the Bollingen Prize was widely condemned in the literary press. William Barrett, for example,
expressed indignation in an editorial in the Partisan Review, as did Irving Howe, as well as
Clement Greenberg, the publication’s art critic. These were followed by responses from Auden
and Tate, defending their votes.69 Rosenberg stayed out of the controversy, however. The
politics of purity was not the locus of his inquiry until much later, when he began to write about
art.miss z or elsieEven though Rosenberg had enjoyed contact with Pound through The New
Act, his “objectivity” was fundamentally at odds with his own intellectual outlook. So, too, was the
reductivism of one of Pound’s prize disciples, Louis Zukofsky, the poet whom Parker Tyler
irreverently referred to as “Elsie.” Rosenberg had no interest in Zukofsky’s experiments that
wielded language into object-like forms and featured cadences that were sensual and
musical.Pound had introduced Zukofsky to Harriet Monroe when Zukofsky taught at the
University of Wisconsin in the early 1930s. Taken by his commitment to stretching known
modernist territories, Monroe subsequently invited Zukofsky to guest-edit the February 1931
issue of Poetry,70 just as Rosenberg established his relationship with the journal. While writers
such as William Carlos Williams figured in Zukofsky’s assemblage, he was more interested in
the new objectification expounded by Charles Reznikoff, Carl Rakosi, Norman Maclean, George
Oppen, Kenneth Rexroth, and Basil Bunting, all younger poets, who focused, as Zukofsky wrote,
on “the detail, not mirage, of seeing, of the thinking with the things as they exist, and of directing
them along a line of melody.”71 Parker Tyler and Charles Henri Ford were shunted from the main
lineup but included in an addendum to the issue. Their entries were too laden with personal
symbolism despite their rethinking of the structure of poetry. (Both were valued by Zukofsky



primarily as the editors of Blues.)Zukofsky surely knew Rosenberg’s short stories from Blues,
but Rosenberg had yet to publish a poem and hence was not a candidate for the special issue.
Moreover, once his own poetics evolved, Rosenberg failed to uphold Zukofsky’s mandate for
formal innovation. Rosenberg was also put off by Zukofsky’s ambition to be omnipresent on the
literary scene, which similarly irritated Tyler, who moaned, “He’d like to lead the whole damn
herd and nurse the tiniest lamb.”72 Rosenberg never commented in print on Zukofsky’s work,
but he revealed privately to Tyler that he thought “the wiseguy attitude in poetry was
despicable.”73 Zukofsky’s aesthetics had built on the avant-gardism of E. E. Cummings, another
“wiseguy” whose spare, ruptured style abandoned conventional syntax to craft verse that was
visually inventive. Shortly after Zukofsky’s issue of Poetry appeared, Rosenberg and Tyler laid
out his “corpse”74 one evening, a metaphor for his conception of modernism having culminated
in a dead end.75Zukofsky and “objectivist” poets, such as Oppen, would later appear in the
Partisan Review once Clement Greenberg became an editor in 1940—another sore point for
Rosenberg and Tyler. Greenberg had early aspirations to become a poet. His hopes were
dashed when it was revealed that his only published piece, “Sacramento, 1935,” had been
plagiarized.76 William Phillips and Philip Rahv, two of the founding editors of Partisan Review,
must have known about the incident, as it induced incredulous letters to the New Masses where
it was printed. Some five years later, when Greenberg was made poetry editor of Partisan
Review, the infraction did not seem to matter. Literary modernism was largely explained as a
historic project at the Partisan Review: the past was the journal’s primary interest. There were
notable exceptions, such as Delmore Schwartz, who was named an editor in 1943. Still these
inclusions never amounted to a programmatic thrust. It was largely T. S. Eliot, and the Southern
Agrarian poets, such as Allen Tate, who held sway at Partisan Review, leaving little room even
for the experiments of Zukofsky and his cohort.poets who spoke american bestAfter Pound’s
fascist outbursts were revealed, William Carlos Williams spared no restraint in stating, “I can’t
write about Ezra Pound with any sort of composure. When I think of the callousness of some of
his letters during the last six or seven years, blithe comments touching on ‘fresh meat on the
Russian steppes’ or the war in Spain as being of ‘no more importance than the draining of some
mosquito swamp in deepest Africa,’ ‘Hitler the martyr,’ and all that—I want to forget that I ever
knew him.”77 Still, Rosenberg refrained from mentioning Pound even obliquely in an article on
“The ‘Jew’ in Literature,” commissioned by Commentary in 1949 as part of a “symposium” of
essays, fueled in part by the Bollingen controversy, on the representation of the Jew in Anglo-
American writing.78 Williams had more at stake than Rosenberg in distancing himself from
Pound’s racism, indebted as he was to Pound for promoting his work in Britain in the early 1910s
and later with Harriet Monroe at Poetry. (He eventually felt compassion for Pound, resumed their
correspondence, and visited him almost annually at St. Elizabeths.)79Rather than spotlighting
Pound, Rosenberg reserved his scrutiny for T. S. Eliot, a member of the Bollingen Committee,
whose prejudice had leached into poems such as “Burbank with a Baedeker: Bleistein with a
Cigar,” “Gerontion,” “A Cooking Egg,” and “Sweeney among the Nightingales,” all written by the



early 1920s and setting the stage for disparaging references to Jews in The Waste Land and
later prose pieces, lectures, and plays, such as Sweeney Agonistes.80 Rosenberg was not
offended by Eliot’s portrayals, believing his representations to be fictive: the Jew was an ethnic
type who, like Shylock in The Merchant of Venice, becomes “brother to those other
Shakespearean pigsters, Iago, Claudius, Macbeth. One is labeled Jew, the others Italian, Dane,
Scot.”81 He remained unperturbed by lines in poems such as “Gerontion,” where Eliot writes,
“My house is a decayed house. / And the Jew squats on the window sill, the owner.” Like several
other Jewish writers of his generation,82 Rosenberg responded:Why should I resent Eliot’s
poem for its Jewish landlord repulsive to the aristocrat who lost his property? Alas, says Eliot, in
the modern world there is no entailed real estate, no integrated culture, no “roots,” no high ritual,
nothing but capitalism, Jews, and progress, tsk, tsk. I take this music as I do that of a Hungarian
string trio in a restaurant with atmosphere (the very restaurant of “Rachel nee Rabinovich”). So
aristocrats, dancers in genuine ermine. What if the waiter is a White Guardist and an ex-
pogromchick? Another chilled vodka please.83What Rosenberg objected to in Eliot was his real-
life offenses—not his poems or plays but his literary criticism, works such as After Strange
Gods, written as a lecture for the University of Virginia in 1933 just as Hitler’s fascist regime was
escalating. Here he found plain evidence of Eliot’s contempt for the Jew, whom the poet
characterized as part of a “free-thinking” community that was “undesirable,” having disrupted a
“unity of religious background”84 in largely Protestant America. Rosenberg responded: “it is a
quite different thing when Eliot puts down his harmonica, mistakes himself for the dispossessed
Prince Romanoff, and proposes communities with NO JEWS signs on them. Here we face the
fact that there is no cultural tradition that does not contain an enormous amount of stupidity, to
say nothing of dope-taking, sexual infirmity, and actual madness.”85 Rosenberg got in his
revenge by attacking Eliot’s masculinity, his known fear of women and his terror in the bedroom,
as well as his mental collapse in 1921, just as he completed The Waste Land and developed his
journal, Criterion. (As for Eliot’s “dope-taking,” I can only assume that Rosenberg referred to the
tranquilizers that Eliot took after his breakdown, which the poet makes oblique reference to in
“Dry Salvages,” the third section of The Four Quartets.)86Rosenberg continued to attack Eliot
and made him into a scoundrel in “French Silence and American Poetry,” an introduction
commissioned by the Documents of Modern Art series for Marcel Raymond’s From Baudelaire
to Surrealism in 1949. Eliot now became the “Pied Piper of The Oxford Book of English Verse”
who had “succeeded in making poetry appear as a thing with a life of its own.”87 Although he
abstained from touching on Eliot’s portrayal of the Jew in poems such as “Gerontion,” he now
went after Eliot’s formalism: his perfection of a naturalized, seemingly effortless language that
deflected intolerance. Although Eliot was the main target of his essay, Pound appeared in
surprising affirmation as one of the few “poets who spoke American best.”88 Unlike Rosenberg’s
treatment of After Strange Gods, in which he reprimanded Eliot for his “stupidity” and belief in
racial purity, he avoided any discussion of Pound’s enmity toward the Jews. Rosenberg must
have known of the gist of Pound’s radio speeches. By the time the Bollingen Prize was awarded,



the broadcasts were widely discussed in the press, even though the full transcripts were not
published until 1978, the year of the poet’s death. Pound’s anti-Semitism aside, Rosenberg was
more interested in rendering him as a retro figure, someone who had no connection to the mid-
century.“French Silence and American Poetry” was a throwback for Rosenberg, representing
one of his last essays on verse after a long “silence” on the genre. The piece made no mention
of recent developments. It was more of a eulogy, his swan song to a literary medium in which he
had once invested his professional future. Still, the resurrection of Pound was somewhat baffling.
Praising him as one of the few “poets who spoke American best” came from Rosenberg’s
assumption that Pound’s work remained rooted in homegrown experience. Unlike Eliot’s total
English conversion, the lingering native references in Pound’s work evidently redeemed him. His
poetry had not been totally washed of his birthplace by his living abroad. Rosenberg must have
been thinking about poems such as “Patria Mia”(1913), in which Pound vividly captures the
spectacle of the New York skyline at night and ties its abstract array of lights to the effects of
modern verse: “Squares after squares of flame, set and cut into ether. / Here is our poetry, for we
have pulled down the stars to our will.”89 In the later Cantos, Pound also alludes to
Revolutionary War figures, such as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and John Quincy
Adams, whose democratic model of government contrasted with what he saw as the corruptions
of the Medici and a banking system that amounted to usury (something he thought Mussolini
would work to correct).90 His conflicted relationship with his homeland and sense of
dissimilitude must have endeared him to Rosenberg. Even though passages from Eliot’s “Dry
Salvages” were based on his reminiscences of his childhood summers at his father’s ancestral
home on Cape Ann, Massachusetts, they were too peripheral for Rosenberg, too suffused with
Eliot’s private life and deepened relationship to the Church of England.Rosenberg modified his
praise for Pound in “French Silence” with an oblique statement that the United States could
never enable a “Fascist ideology,”91 implying that its system of government was stable. Pound
would have been better off staying at home, or so Rosenberg implied, despite the antagonism to
avant-garde poetry. At least, there were fewer outlets for fascism to set off his mental instability!
It was only in the late 1950s that Rosenberg finally took a stand on Pound’s bigotry and declared
that he had placed “the horoscope of Imagism on the calendar of Mussolini’s March on
Rome.”92 As he obliquely admitted, racism had been embedded in Pound’s thinking all
along.While Rosenberg had been lenient on the “social responsibility” of poetry in 1936,
knowing that poetry had been hemmed in by the Depression, in the late 1940s he had no truck
with a growing formalist movement. Its methods seemed deluded and escapist, accountable for
a conformist intellectual culture of which T. S. Eliot was an unwitting leader. Rosenberg thought
that both Eliot’s poetry and his publication, Criterion, had inspired too many imitators in the
United States. Part of his disdain was imbricated in Eliot’s moral “criterion” for literature and
criticism: the reasoned, middle road that spurned even liberal politics. He was left wondering
why Eliot’s fear of the lower classes becoming ascendant had resulted in an elite intellectual
preserve to ensure the permanence of art.934we write for the working classthe american writers’



congressa piece of propagandaRosenberg ended up publishing fifteen poems in Poetry
between 1931 and 1936. Yet his reviews outnumbered his verse, suggesting that Harriet Monroe
preferred his critical analysis to his creative contributions. Most of his submissions went
unacknowledged by Monroe, prompting frequent inquiries as to their status. Notwithstanding
these frustrations, Rosenberg’s relationship with Monroe was largely cordial. Like many other
poets who published in Poetry, he objected to her editing, but these squabbles were relatively
minor. There was one skirmish that involved a request for advance payment for his work.
Rosenberg needed to buy a new “overcoat”1 for the winter. Monroe interpreted the request as
an impropriety.2 Overall, there were few altercations between them. Their politics were widely
divergent, however, which was underscored in the spring of 1935 when Rosenberg lobbied
Monroe to review the proceedings of the American Writers’ Congress. She acquiesced, a rare
concession from an editor of a nonsectarian journal, especially as the event was sponsored by
the American Communist Party. In this instance, her editorial tampering became unbearable and
ignited fierce differences on the meaning of the term “Marxist.”In early 1934, Rosenberg spent
nearly six months working on the Mural Division of the Public Works of Art Project (PWAP), a
short-lived, government-sponsored arts project that became the precursor to the Federal Art
Project of the Works Progress Administration (WPA). Both were offshoots of President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal and were designed to employ artists during the Depression.
Rosenberg had not given up his studio practice and still attended weekly life drawing classes at
Greenwich House, a West Village settlement house, where he had access not only to a model
but also to free materials. All the while, he continued to work on his poetry and put out The New
Act with H. R. Hays. Writing was his real priority; the PWAP, which he took lightheartedly,
represented a source of momentary financial security. Rosenberg learned of the PWAP through
Greenwich House. He took one framed painting to the interview and was admitted to the Mural
Division, much to his surprise. As he recounted with bluster, the interviewers, who had been
hired by the College Art Association, could easily be conned, as they viewed the PWAP,
especially the Mural Division, as a sham. He found their understanding of contemporary art
limited. When asked by an agent, “Did you ever paint murals?” he quipped, “What do you
mean? . . . Nobody’s ever painted a mural in America, including me.” He thought he was hired
primarily because the interviewer “could see that I knew what was going on,”3 meaning that no
employment record or proof of proficiency was required for the job. But it was also Rosenberg’s
education that was wanting: murals had been integral to late nineteenth-century American
painting, commissioned from artists such as John LaFarge, John Singer Sargent, and William
Hunt.The PWAP provided Rosenberg with a paycheck—$5.50 a day—that supplemented the
income that Tabak made as a social worker at the Home Relief Bureau. The additional funds
helped, but their lifestyle remained crimped by small quarters and minimal means to socialize.
Throughout their unending moves, Tabak remembered the foods from their various
neighborhoods: the exotic produce that she bought from peddlers with pushcarts and stalls on
the streets on the Lower East Side, the German butchers and Irish fishmongers, and the ethnic



“joints”4 where they would sometimes eat in the evening. She felt that she and Rosenberg had
been introduced to a world of cuisines during the Depression. There were pastries, delicacies,
cheeses, and seasoned meats never served in their parents’ homes, which brought them closer
to the foreign writers, such as Dostoyevsky and Gide, whose imaginations they inhabited in the
evenings. After a long day of working at the Home Relief Bureau, it was possible to have a meal
at their local restaurant for twenty-five cents. Stewart’s Cafeteria on Sheridan Square was a
favorite hangout where they encountered friends and like-minded bohemians.For Rosenberg,
who had thought working as a lawyer would impinge on his lifestyle and values, the PWAP was a
different universe, populated with denizens of creative worlds for whom conventional careers
were a bore. During this period, Rosenberg and Tabak (fig. 7) met numerous artists, including
Alice Neel, who had signed up for the PWAP and later worked for the WPA. Rosenberg routinely
visited Neel’s studio, and she claimed that the painting he took to his interview was lent by her.
Neel recounted, “I thought everyone had the right to live, and he was such a theorist.”5Fig. 7.
Alice Neel (1900–1984), Portrait of May Rosenberg, c. 1933. Pencil on paper, 9 ½ × 8 5/8 inches.
Collection of Barry Sloane.the role of the writerRosenberg adored his interactions with artists
such as Arshile Gorky and David Smith on the PWAP, but recalled that his assignments yielded
little actual painting. The sketches that he drew for murals “ran into trouble because they didn’t
like how they were being executed.”6 He had few painting skills, after all. By the time he moved
over to the WPA in 1935 and worked with Lee Krasner and Max Spivak, his output on the project
was negligible. Harry Holtzman, the assistant supervisor of the Mural Division, decided to make
him Willem de Kooning’s assistant rather than toss him off the project. Holtzman knew that
Rosenberg was more interested in writing than in executing designs for the government and that
de Kooning would balk at enforced help. De Kooning’s requirement for isolation and the
opportunity to work full time on his painting surmounted interest in teamwork. He told Holtzman,
“I don’t want anybody hanging around my studio.”7 A compromise was made, and as Rosenberg
remembered, “Harry, who was always looking around for the boys, said [to de Kooning], well,
why don’t you make Harold your assistant because he’s a writer anyway and he probably would
rather sit at home and write than paint. So he can be your assistant and you meet him in the
Jumble Shop.”8 In the end, Rosenberg stayed in his apartment to write, while drawing a salary.
He met de Kooning infrequently at either a downtown restaurant, such as the Jumble Shop, a
favorite haunt of artists on Waverly Place, or at his home in the Village. The two men were a
study in contrasts, what with de Kooning’s blond, youthful good looks, athletic frame, and
abundant charm, and Rosenberg a lumbering, dark goliath with little knack for diplomacy. But
they became fast friends, and de Kooning would later embody the concept of action Rosenberg
set forth in “The American Action Painters.”Rosenberg was eventually reassigned to the Federal
Writers’ Project, where he was commissioned by Henry Alsberg, the national director, to work on
American Stuff: An Anthology of Prose and Verse. A better fit, to be sure, but during the time he
worked on the PWAP, he wrote to Harriet Monroe that he had completed an article on the “social
situation of poetry” that asked whether “the reading and recitation of poetry [is] a significant



social ritual? At least as significant as a Sunday afternoon visit to an art-gallery?”9 The article
was never published in Poetry, and has disappeared, but Rosenberg had evidently gleaned a
deep sense of contemporary art by working on the PWAP. As he told Monroe, “during the past
months, great movements have been begun to plant painting firmly in the life of the people; and
this brings into sharp outline the peer place of poetry.”10His sketches may not have resulted in
murals, but they were exhibited at the Municipal Arts Gallery and Center along with work by his
confreres. The opening drew a huge crowd of five thousand people, as well as the mayor of New
York, Fiorello LaGuardia. The spectacle reinforced to Rosenberg that painting was socially
relevant, that it was time, moreover, for poetry to reclaim such power. Yet after the PWAP, he
never pursued painting again, aware of his deficits as an artist. While his drawings from this
period were never kept,11 casualties of a transient life, he did become involved in what he
described as “the role of the writer in the social movement.”12the american writers’ congressBy
the time Rosenberg wrote his report on the American Writers’ Congress for the July 1935 issue
of Poetry, he had already made Lenin his “hero.”13 Although his allegiance to Marxism never
resulted in political commitment, he was strenuously opposed to the inequities of capitalism. The
American Writers’ Congress grew from a call published in the New Masses to create a League
of American Writers and took place in late April 1935 over three days at Mecca Temple, a
Masonic Hall, and the New School for Social Research. The New Masses was a weekly
publication founded in 1926 by liberals and radical leftists. Its coverage extended beyond politics
to cultural and social issues, as well as to satire and criticism, and it featured copious
illustrations, caricatures, and cartoons by artists such as Stuart Davis, Alfred Dehn, Wanda Gag,
William Gropper, Louis Lozowick, Jan Matulka, Ad Reinhardt, and Louis Ribak.14 When Michael
Gold became its chief editor two years later, it quickly emerged as a rival to the Daily Worker, an
organ of the American Communist Party. Gold was keenly aware of his competition and imposed
his own proletarian interests on the New Masses by eschewing the balance of modernist and
social realist literature and art that had once unified its contents. As a member of the Communist
Party, he made the predicament of the worker and class oppression an overarching editorial
thread. His socialist interests were so pronounced that the John Reed Club launched the
Partisan Review in 1934 to mollify modernist writers aligned with the Communist Party who felt
Gold’s magazine had become too doctrinaire.By January 1935, many contributors to the New
Masses were concerned with the rise of fascism abroad, as well as widespread poverty brought
on by the Depression, and had become members of the Communist Party. Among them were
Nelson Algren, Erskine Caldwell, Jack Conroy, Malcolm Cowley, Theodore Dreiser, James T.
Farrell, Joseph Freeman, Langston Hughes, Alan Trachtenberg, Nathanael West, and Richard
Wright. They signed a petition authored by Granville Hicks, an editor of the publication, to press
for a professional organization that could provide them with not only a collective voice but an
affiliation with the International Union of Revolutionary Writers. Its call to arms was based on
thefight against imperialist war and fascism; defend the Soviet Union against capitalist
aggression; for the development and strengthening of the revolutionary labor movement; against



white chauvinism (against all forms of Negro discrimination or persecution) and against the
persecution of minority groups and of the foreign-born; solidarity with colonial people in their
struggles for freedom; against the influence of bourgeois ideas in American liberalism; against
the imprisonment of revolutionary writers and artists, as well as other class-war prisoners
throughout the world.15The League of American Writers was founded on the first day of the
Writers’ Congress. Waldo Frank was appointed its chairman, described by his nominators as
“the symbolic leader of the new-era.”16 Outside of Kenneth Burke, Frank was the only figure on
the Executive Committee who was not a member of the Communist Party and who maintained
his distance as a fellow traveler (someone sympathetic to the ideals of communism but
unaffiliated with the party). Frank was an odd emblem for the league—a writer who got his start
in the mid-1910s as a novelist and who reviewed exhibitions of artists associated with Alfred
Stieglitz’s circle. He became radicalized nearly a decade later though melding his interests in
Freud and American transcendentalism with fervor for social revolution. Frank had traveled to
the Soviet Union in the early 1930s where he found a “whole humanity,”17 as he dubbed Stalin’s
enactment of Marxism, seemingly oblivious to the dictator’s brutality.While the Communist Party
succeeded in dominating the League of American Writers, it needed a titular head such as Frank
(who would be ousted by 1940) to follow orders from Stalin to implement a worldwide popular
front of liberal and left-leaning groups (which the party had overlooked). Through expanding its
base of members, and popularizing the communist cause, Roosevelt’s New Deal became a
target, largely because its programs proved easy to infiltrate. Diana Trilling, who was a fellow
traveler in the early 1930s along with her husband, Lionel, remembered the party’s ability to prey
on unsuspecting leftists: “All the magazines, the artists, the musicians, the clergy, the
schoolteachers, students, all were organized by the Communist Party, and the Communist Party
had a ready field from which to pick people. The whole culture, the whole intellectual culture . . .
they had this incredible power to propagandize.”18In his review of the Writers’ Congress for
Poetry, Rosenberg observed that the first day of sessions attracted more than four thousand
people, two hundred of whom were writers, which underscored a “recognition of the
unbreakable connection existing between the course and the fate of culture and the art of
writing, and the course of and fate of society.” He was divided as to whether any consensus
obtained on “what exactly is the role of the writer in the social movement, and what was his best
method of performance?” “All of the speeches at the Congress were directed towards this point,”
he reported, “Earl Browder [a writer and the Secretary of the American Communist Party],
advocated repudiation of the common left-wing notion, that by calling oneself a ‘Marxist’ one can
be converted automatically into a literary genius. Revolutionary art, he maintained, can succeed
only through achieving superiority as art, not through politics.”19Rosenberg attempted to be
neutral in his coverage of the congress, knowing that Poetry was an independent magazine.
However, he was aghast to see, when his piece appeared, that Monroe had tagged on an
editor’s note calling attention to the oppression of writers in communist countries. He bristled at
the addendum and wrote to her as soon as he received his copy that “in strange contrast to the



character of the report itself, [it] leaps forth as a piece of propaganda, directed against the Soviet
Union . . . all of which creates a distortion.”20 He clearly felt that Monroe’s disclaimer had sullied
his account of the congress. The suppression of the writer’s voice in totalitarian regimes was not
a topic that was addressed at the event. He demanded that his letter be published in a
subsequent issue of the journal. Monroe declined to print his rebuttal, apprising him that “August
is in press, and controversies pursued too long are tiresome.”21 He persisted, writing that he
was not assuaged by her “soft answer.”22 She had violated his text. But Monroe had also
deleted a key sentence in Rosenberg’s article where he identified Earl Browder as the secretary
of the Communist Party.23 She deemed mention of his political affiliation was extraneous, even
though the party had sponsored the congress.Rosenberg was undone by Monroe’s fiddling,
feeling that the omission of Browder’s status, along with the insertion of her editor’s note,
constituted “a propagandist act.”24 He pushed again for an airing of their differences in Poetry.
Whatever the magnanimity of her “open-door policy,” it did not extend to politics. She would not
relent. Rosenberg’s conviction that poetry was affected by social circumstances and events,
such as the American Writers’ Congress, was not to be discussed in Poetry, at least not during
her lifetime. Monroe considered writing a private act: her journal was to be regarded as a
preserve for its sanctity. During the Depression, Poetry had been berated, as Monroe wrote in a
1934 editorial, “as decadent in language almost unprintable.”25 She considered that her
concession to cover the Writers’ Congress was generous, and that Rosenberg would handle the
conference with propriety.Rosenberg hoped that their tiff would not disturb his relationship with
Poetry. But he also issued Monroe an ultimatum: he demanded deference when it came to
politics in future submissions. As he wrote to her, he had “very little expectation that political
propaganda will be given a place in my contributions.” Further, he “should therefore like to feel
that a keen sense of responsibility will exist on both our parts with respect to any occasions
when a political question might arise.”26 Political propaganda? With her minimal editing, Monroe
had not significantly altered the gist of his piece or skewed its meaning. Rather, she had
exercised her editorial prerogative and responded to provocation from the New Masses, which
had initiated the Writers’ Congress. Unlike Rosenberg, she sensed that the Communist Party
had a hidden agenda to control the newly established League of American Writers. And she was
right. Rosenberg’s indignation at her excisions and tag-on were overblown, a reflex of his
wounded ego.Monroe died the following year, and was briefly succeeded as editor by Morton
Dauwen Zabel. Rosenberg’s altercation with Monroe did not affect his association with Zabel,
who entertained the possibility of Rosenberg covering the second American Writers’ Congress
in 1937 if a “tentative agreement”27 with another writer fell through. Rosenberg informed Zabel
that “it would be a good idea to have such a comparative report”28 so that he could outline the
contrasts between the two proceedings. He no doubt wanted to set the record straight and
correct Monroe’s insertions. Zabel stuck with his earlier plan and published a brief summation by
David Schubert,29 a young poet, who steered clear of the intensified discussion on proletarian
literature at the gathering. Rosenberg was rattled by the focused agenda of the second



congress, as were writers such as William Phillips and Philip Rahv, who were about to launch
their reconceived Partisan Review after wrestling with the Communist Party, which had
continued to sponsor the journal after the demise of the John Reed Club in 1935.30Unlike
Monroe, Zabel was not alienated by the insistent tone of Rosenberg’s letters and published
several of his reviews until 1938, when he stepped down and George Dillon took over as editor.
However, the disagreement between Monroe and Rosenberg over the first American Writers’
Congress touched on a land mine of unresolved controversy. There had been overt friction at the
meeting relating to the expansion of communism nationally, its so-called “groupthink,” and the
populist tone that Rosenberg’s temperate narrative glossed over. He had written that “no red
uniforms were donned”31 at the proceedings, but some of his friends had contrary experiences.
Kenneth Burke, who was a speaker at the congress, felt personally attacked by Joseph
Freeman, a poet, trade unionist, and one of the founders and editors of the New Masses, as well
as by others from the floor.32 Despite Browder’s belief that the writers’ voice could be preserved
within a communist collective, Burke felt that literature was fast becoming prescriptive in the
hands of the Communist Party, too centered on the worker.Burke, who had been radicalized
after the stock market crash of 1929, was a vocal opponent of capitalism but averse to Mike
Gold’s rhetoric of proletarian struggle.33 In his paper entitled “Revolutionary Symbolism in
America,” he announced that words such as “masses,” “workers,” and “proletarians,” amounted to
a type of “propaganda,” the term that Rosenberg had hurled at Harriet Monroe. They failed to
adequately incorporate his own economic class, the “petty bourgeois.”34 Instead, Burke
proposed the word “people” as a substitute, which he thought was “richer as a symbol of
allegiance”35 with the writer. To some members of the panel, such as Freeman, Allen Porter,36
and Frederic Wolf, an émigré playwright from Germany, his substitution smacked of Adolf Hitler’s
“das Volk” and was freighted with fascistic overtones. Burke was ultimately written off as an
elitist. His tackling of their nomenclature was evidently lost on the trio. Burke always remembered
the violence of their outburst, exclaiming: “Joe Freeman gets up, throbbing like a locomotive and
shouts, ‘We have a snob among us!’ Then Mike Gold followed, and put the steamroller on me . . .
And so, and so on—until I was slain, slaughtered.”37Burke was understandably alienated and
wounded by the event.38 His remarks had amounted to a scandal that was widely discussed
beyond the conference, even though he was subsequently appointed to the executive committee
of the League of American Writers. As he conveyed to Rosenberg, he was never able to
overcome the trauma of the heckling from the audience and the nightmare that his “own name
had become a curse word. I’d wake up and finally, my god, just this side of an absolute
hallucination: my tongue . . . shit dripping from my tongue. Horrible.”39 However, he made only a
passing reference to his entanglement with the “Party’s most demonic orators” in his review of
the congress in The Nation, where he observed “that all of these writers must somehow enlist
themselves in a cultural struggle: that however meager their individual contributions may be,
their work must be formed with relation to historic necessities.”40 Like Rosenberg, Burke never
became a member of the Communist Party, disillusioned by its bureaucratic approach to



literature and distrust of rhetorical devices, such as irony and paradox, that detracted from the
advancement of socialism and the worker.Burke was not the only writer put off by the American
Writers’ Congress. Richard Wright, who had traveled from Chicago as an official delegate, and
who later wrote an article for the Atlantic Monthly called “I Tried to Be a Communist,”41 also
recalled the ideological bent of the sessions.42 Six months before the gathering, Wright had
been let down by the Communist Party’s decision to dissolve the John Reed Club. As a result, he
lobbied for the formation of the league, hoping it would squelch regional dissidence and ensure
the broader goals of the Popular Front. Although Wright had been frustrated by the club’s
requirement for absolute loyalty to the party, he had become executive secretary of the Chicago
chapter in 1933, and subsequently served on the editorial board of its journal, Left Front.As
Wright put it in American Hunger, the second installment of his autobiography, “the Club was my
first contact with the modern world. I had lived so utterly isolated a life that the Club filled for me
a need that could not be imagined by the white members who were becoming disgusted with it,
whose normal living had given them what I was so desperately trying to get.”43 For many writers
outside of New York, particularly African Americans, the John Reed Club became a means to
move beyond literary and economic ghettos, a place to congregate with other poets and
novelists, and a place where racism was not tolerated, at least not in the Chicago chapter.44 He
considered making the dissolution of the club the focus of his talk at the congress. But after
casting the sole vote for its continuation, the loneliness that he felt as a writer became his
topic.45Although Wright had joined the CP, his idea of revolutionary literature was at odds with
the party. He sided with modernists, such as Rosenberg and Burke, both of whom he knew. Like
Rosenberg, he later became a vocal opponent of communism’s disdain of “intellectuals,
anybody who tried to think for himself.”46 His paper, which emphasized “human results,” was not
nearly as charged as Burke’s recommendation to revise communist semantics. But unlike
Rosenberg’s sanguine account of the congress in Poetry, there had been significant fallout and
division, after all. Rosenberg had confined his comments to the first day of the sessions,
primarily because they were open to the public, whereas Burke’s and Wright’s presentations
were available only to delegates, guests, and members of the press. Still, he was more attracted
to Browder’s message that “the first demand of the Party upon writer-members is that they shall
be good writers, constantly better writers, for only so can they really serve the Party.”47 It was
worth wrangling with Monroe to distill how Marx could have a place in experimental
literature.Toward the end of his life, Kenneth Burke acknowledged that Rosenberg had helped
him come to terms with the American Communist Party’s manipulation of the Writers’ Congress
and Stalin’s behind-the-scenes Machiavellian workings. He disclosed that his “whole devotion to
Harold Rosenberg stems from that time on. He turned up when I was lost. He thought it was
funny! He took me down to a bunch of super, of sub, sub-splinters of a splinter group. To take me
into reality. On the basis of it, I saw so damn much about the psychology of the trials [of Soviet
intellectuals in 1936–38] . . . I didn’t believe the goddam charge against Stalin at the time. I really
didn’t. I thought the guy was straight.”48 Rosenberg may have conveyed to Burke that he



considered the Writers’ Congress to be “funny,” yet his own involvement with the Communist
Party in New York did not amount to comedy.49 Unlike Burke’s incredulity, Rosenberg was not
naïve about Stalin. Outside of the neutral tone of his report in Poetry, he was known to publicly
sneer at the party while upholding his position as a nonaligned Marxist.one of the boysShortly
after the first Writers’ Congress convened, Ibram Lassaw, a sculptor who met Rosenberg on the
WPA in August 1935, recalled an incident in Max Spivak’s studio when Rosenberg regaled them
with a particularly incendiary text by Stalin. While they worked on a mural, Rosenberg sat in an
armchair reading, exclaiming, “Did you ever hear anything so stupid?!”50 (Spivak was a mosaic
artist who worked in the Mural Division from 1935 to 1943, the entire duration of the project.)51
Rosenberg’s antipathy to Stalin was welcomed by most modernist artists on the project,
especially those of the Mural Division, which represented a stronghold of resistance to the
Communist Party, unlike the Easel Division, which was pervaded by Stalinist sympathizers with
the notable exceptions of Mark Rothko, Ilya Bolotowsky, and Balcomb Greene.52 He became
admired for his independence and freewheeling pronouncements on the inane aspects of fascist
leadership, as well as for his ability to spin vanity and power-mongering into caricature. As
Lassaw remembered, “he was looked up to by all the Trotskyites.”53 That Rosenberg drew a
paycheck without painting incurred no enmity from the artists. Lassaw added, “We didn’t care.
We knew he was a writer and respected his opinions.”54 Through his pontifications against
communism in the studios at the WPA, and in the city’s parks, friends’ apartments, and
neighborhood bars, Rosenberg became thought of as “one of the boys.”55 They did not have the
“dough”56 to buy a beer at the Jumble Shop—only established artists such as Stuart Davis
could afford its liquor—and sought cheaper watering holes, but their talk stretched beyond the
confines of the Mural Division, such was its zeal.Rosenberg identified as a “poet, critic, and
painter of murals”57 long after he had moved over to the Federal Writers’ Project, even though
his output as an artist had been negligible. However, Lassaw’s portrayal of Rosenberg as kin did
not extend to Clement Greenberg, with whom Rosenberg also socialized in the Village.
Greenberg did not work on the WPA, but he had landed jobs at various federal government
agencies, including the Veterans Administration and the Customs Service of the Port of New
York.58 His dealings with artists were more patriarchal and guarded, and rarely gave rise to the
camaraderie that grew from Rosenberg’s uninhibited conversations.Rosenberg’s ramblings on
Stalin engendered trust during a period when the Communist Party induced trepidation in many
leftist thinkers who had witnessed similar taunting to what Kenneth Burke had endured at the
American Writers’ Congress. Spivak and Lee Krasner, for example, were targeted as
“Trotskyites” at the meetings of the Artists’ Union of New York, an offshoot of the John Reed
Club. Even though Spivak joined the party, he soon learned, like Krasner, that it would not
countenance ideological difference.59 Rosenberg brazenly acted on any opportunity to question
the tactics of the CP, especially during the era of the Popular Front. He became part of a small
preserve of Marxists linked to the WPA, such as Stuart Davis, James Brooks, Gorky, Gottlieb,
Holtzman, Lassaw, Krasner, and Spivak, all of whom had Trotskyite leanings and countered the



antimodernist position of the party. Krasner recalled that Rosenberg was a “central figure”60 in
their professional lives, responsible for providing them with a sense of political unity.Around
1936, Rosenberg also met Barnett Newman, who worked as a substitute schoolteacher,
teaching art, during the Depression. Newman was a Marxist who had run as a write-in candidate
for mayor of New York City on an anticommunist platform three years earlier. His primary pitch
was “the Need for Political Action By Men of Culture.” After he lost to LaGuardia, he began a
lifelong conversation with Rosenberg that pivoted on art and politics. Annalee, his wife,
recounted, “Harold and Barnett talked a lot. Both of them were great talkers. Barnett would say,
‘Well, I met Harold. We disagreed a lot but what a lot of action!’”61 Newman had used the word
action in a manifesto for his mayoral campaign, as a synonym for political change. The trope was
widely used throughout the Depression. (Mark Rothko also deployed action as a title to an
unpublished essay in 1940, underscoring its prevalent usage.)62 Unlike many of the artists on
the WPA who imbibed Rosenberg’s monologues on Stalin, Newman was an intellectual match
for Rosenberg who admitted that for Newman “verbal conflict was neither distasteful . . . nor
beyond his capacities.”63De Kooning could also compete with Rosenberg in exchanges on
writers such as Søren Kierkegaard, a subject of mutual enthusiasm, but he had little interest in
politics.64 He absorbed the spectacle of the communist and socialist rallies, public protests, and
strikes, passively from the streets surrounding his studio on Union Square, where political life
was situated in New York during the mid-1930s. His one concession was to build floats for the
annual May Day parades.65 Like most artists of the Mural Division, de Kooning was taken by
Rosenberg’s agile intellect and garrulous manner—although he periodically complained that
Rosenberg’s preoccupation with Marx was obsessive. Rosenberg countered that “Bill would
always accuse me of being too political. Even though I wasn’t talking about politics at all, he’d
always say, well, you’re too political.”66 What was he talking about, then? Rosenberg’s interest in
Marx was disabused of class action: change was the territory of the individual. Still, the events of
the Depression weighed on his understanding of the social marginalization of the artist and
writer, as they did for Barnett Newman.By the fall of 1936, Stalin’s debasement of Marxism had
become profoundly disturbing to Rosenberg, just as it had for writers such as Phillips and Rahv
at the Partisan Review: it implicated their idealism. He had described in The New Act how “the
best literature, wherever it arises, will be known by its successes in . . . terms of irony through
and within class-struggles and in spite of them.”67 But the revelation of the Moscow Trials in the
American press was for Rosenberg the first of a series of Soviet perpetrations that divided him
and the Communist Party, enabling his declaration that Stalin was “stupid.” James Farrell, the
author of Studs Lonigan, whom Rosenberg met at a party in New York at the time of the Moscow
Trials, noted in his diary that Rosenberg “referred to the Communist Party as having become a
job hunting and a job finding agency. He said that the Party had more influence in the WPA here
than Tammany Hall.”68 The same year, Rosenberg recounted to Lassaw that he was
disillusioned by the setbacks to the resistance movement in Spain and subsequently eulogized
the events that led to the civil war in a poem, “Spanish Epitaph.” As the American Communist



Party rejected modernist experimentation for social realism, Rosenberg was forced into an
intellectual quandary. He pondered how he could tether Marx to the radical properties of
vanguard poetry by upending its cadences and architecture. Humanism, he told Farrell in
September 1936, was no longer a viable literary proposition. Its advocates had become
“champions of ignorance,”69 academics who denied the connections of art to a wider culture.we
write for the working classMost of Rosenberg’s friends on the WPA, as well as Barnett Newman,
were either nonaligned Marxists or Trotsky sympathizers. Yet it took Rosenberg more than a
decade to convince Kenneth Burke that the American Communist Party was a bureaucracy
mired in corruption. Publicly, its agenda was to establish a Popular Front through a coalition of
workers, independent leftists, and progressive liberals who opposed fascism. But its ultimate
goal was to infiltrate Roosevelt’s New Deal. Burke may have been injured by the jeering at the
Writers’ Congress, but it did not immediately change his view of Stalin. He continued to presume
the dictator was “straight” even after the Moscow Trials were reported in the mass media.
Contrary to his memory of an epiphany after Rosenberg’s rescue, Burke treated Stalin with
equanimity in his two-volume book, Attitudes toward History, where he announced that “Stalin
and the people are synonymous . . . the tendency to such identification . . . is in itself profoundly
human.”70Rosenberg impugned Burke’s description, asking, “What’s the idea of writing a
defense of the Stalinist trials!”71 He had already taken Burke to task for “placing too much
emphasis on the magical power of attractive words,”72 following a heated conversation on
Hitler’s political grandiloquence and its tie-ins with his psychology.73 Burke had not mentioned
the persecution of Russian intellectuals in Attitudes toward History, but Sidney Hook, who had
just taken up an appointment in the philosophy department at New York University, openly
questioned in the Partisan Review his role as an “apologist . . . [for] the latest piece of Stalinist
brutality.”74 An exchange of letters subsequently took place in the journal, in which Burke
declared his “sympathy with the momentous tasks confronting the USSR and admiration for the
magnitude of it attainments.”75Burke never retracted his appreciation for contemporary Russian
society until long after the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact had been negotiated in 1939. By
then, Attitudes toward History had become part of his long string of defenses of Stalin.76 When
he reviewed Henri Barbusse’s biography of Stalin for the Book Union Bulletin, a monthly journal
sponsored by the League of American Writers, he lauded “Soviet success [as] . . . the one
country in the world blessed with an economic system rational enough for a national surplus to
be a national asset to date.”77 These encomiums added to Rosenberg’s and Hook’s cumulative
ire. After Rosenberg continued to press him on Stalin, Burke flippantly conceded, “All of the
other explanations were so stupid and unconvincing; I was only trying to present a more credible
story.”78Burke probably felt coerced by the League of American Writers, which had been
penetrated by a small but dominant group of figures affiliated with the CP. He affirmed much
later, “I didn’t want to do anything in any way that would be considered wrong. I had a terrific
desire to belong . . . you know, ‘togetherness.’”79 One of his closest friends, Malcolm Cowley,
who was an editor at the New Republic and a member of the party, construed the CP’s attacks



on Burke as an expression of solidarity. He remembered that Burke’s “dream of fellowship was
shattered” after the first congress, that he was “innocent at the time, unused to speaking before
an audience, especially one with strong political convictions.”80 Still, the crushing experience
did not alter his toeing the line on Stalin until the onset of World War II. Burke announced after
the 1935 congress, “I take religion and Communism to be alike insofar as both are systems for
binding people together—and the main difference at the present time resides in the fact that the
Communistic vocabulary does the binding job much more accurately than the religious
vocabulary.”81Unlike Burke’s delayed reaction, Cowley believed that Burke’s speech at the
congress had been “more daring than he recognized . . . He was exposing himself as a
premature adherent of the People’s Front.”82 (The term “People’s Front” was used
interchangeably with Popular Front until the red scares and the McCarthy hearings eviscerated
the American Communist Party in the early 1950s.) Cowley was right when it came to Burke’s
gravitation to the Popular Front. However, like Rosenberg’s, his relationship to Marxism was
complicated by the recognition that his aesthetic interests could never be reconciled within a
social collective.83 The difference was that Burke could move more fluidly than Rosenberg in a
circle of writers that included Gold, Freeman, Hicks, and Trachtenberg. He even wrote for the
New Masses on a few occasions. His writing was not solipsistic, which was preferable to the
editors of that publication.Rosenberg also wrote four reviews for the New Masses in 1937. In
“What We Demand,” a twist on the catchwords on the placards carried by the trade-unionists,
nonaligned socialists, antifascists, antilynching groups, and communists in and around Union
Square, he continued to link Marx to contemporary writing: “At the least we demand from
literature that it equal the best political and historical writings of our time in the consciousness of
its own subject matter.”84 But he gave up on the New Masses, estranged by its endorsement of
Stalin, who had executed his political opponents, including most surviving members of Lenin’s
politburo, as well as members of the Red Army. Moreover, in an editorial that ran in early 1937,
Mike Gold not only corroborated that the Moscow Trials were under way but deemed them
necessary to move the Soviet regime beyond the utopianism of Lenin and Trotsky.85In the years
that led up to the Dewey Commission—an independent investigation chaired by John Dewey in
March 1937 for the American Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky, who sought refuge in
Mexico—Rosenberg attended at least one May Day parade, as well as labor strikes and
demonstrations in Union Square that were orchestrated by the Communist Party. His
participation suggested that he retained an open mind on the question of whether modernist
movements could be perpetuated within the American Communist Party, at least in the early
stages of the Popular Front (which peaked around 1937).86 He had hoped Earl Browder’s
pronouncement at the first Writers’ Congress that “revolutionary art would achieve its superiority
as art and not as politics” would influence the course of writing. In his report for Poetry,
Rosenberg had noted the absence of sloganeering at both the congress and the May Day
parade that followed. He felt continuity between the events was established by “Edwin Markham
[the poet and labor activist who] stood on the reviewing stand at Union Square and spoke into



the loud speakers his greetings for the May Day marchers. In the same way, though the
Congress turned its face towards the left, it donned no red uniform.”87But sloganeering there
was. Norman Podhoretz, who later wrote for Commentary, and who knew Rosenberg from the
mid-1930s, remembered seeing both Rosenberg and Burke at the May Day parade:Kenneth
Burke . . . was marching through Union Square in downtown New York in a May Day parade
sponsored by the Communist Party. A fierce little man, Burke was calling attention to himself by
energetically waving a placard, both sides of which bore the inscription WE WRITE FOR THE
WORKERS. Another critic, Harold Rosenberg, towering in his great height over the dense crowd
lining the parade route, spotted Burke and his placard. “Kenneth,” the anti-Stalinist Rosenberg
yelled with all the sarcasm he could get into his voice, “you write for the workers?” To which
Burke yelled back, “It’s an ambiguity in the preposition for!”88Rosenberg was at the parade not
as a bystander, as Podhoretz wrote, but marching and shouting along with Burke, William
Phillips, Philip Rahv, Richard Wright, and other writers who had lingered in New York after the
congress, as well as with artists such as Stuart Davis, Alice Neel, and John Graham. May
Natalie Tabak recalled that she and Rosenberg were caught up in the euphoria of the parade:
they “were all bellowing WE WRITE FOR THE WORKING CLASS!”89Tabak also remembered
that at one point, after marching for eight blocks or so, Rosenberg regained his sense of clarity
and turned to Burke to ask, “Do we really write for the working class?” Burke replied, “I’ve been
wondering about that myself. Of course it could be said that we write in behalf of the working
class, wouldn’t you agree?”90 The response underscored Burke’s ambivalence about how his
middle-class background could be reconciled with the labor movement. He recognized, “That’s
precisely what they got after me for: I said I couldn’t write for the working class. That was the
irony of the case.”91 William Phillips, who retained an image of Burke festooned with his placard
in the procession, was also struck by the incongruity of Burke’s identification with the proletariat
and asked him: “I remember your joining in the shout, ‘We write for the working class,’ and I
remember wondering whether Kenneth Burke really thought that he wrote for the working class.
How many workers read Kenneth Burke?”92Burke’s participation in the parade represented a
form of “symbolic action,” as he called it: a declaration of unity with a social movement whose
revolutionary dimensions were equated with the traits of modernist art and writing. Rosenberg’s
own public alliance with the protesters was more conflicted, never prolonged like Burke’s alleged
fraternity. He frequently wondered, as he wrote to Burke in January 1936, “Why do we say the
worker is enslaved under capitalism and free under communism?”93 These questions belied
skepticism that intensified six months later, hardened by his recognition that affiliation with the
CP was untenable after the news of Stalin’s purge of Soviet dissidents and the party’s
collaboration with the fascists in Spain. Rosenberg had always harbored contempt for the party,
believing its leadership and most of its members were “dummies,”94 incapable of independent
thinking. However, for a brief two years, he thought that the crisis of capitalism, which had
resulted in massive unemployment, factory shutdowns, and food shortages, had provided
communism with a viable shot in the United States. It was not all propaganda. Some of its



economic programs might have been workable, especially if the self-determination of the writer
was permitted.In contrast to his palaver on Soviet Marxism, Rosenberg had seen through Hitler’s
regime from the beginning. He told Burke that Nazi Germany represented “a defeat of the
Commune, a retrogression, an anti-climax, a reversal of the situation.”95 Although the Führer
entered Rosenberg’s diatribes and conversation, and popped up occasionally in his
correspondence, reviews, and poetry, he failed to hold Rosenberg’s interest—at least until after
the occupation of Paris in 1940, and once the enormity of the Final Solution was known. His
response was typical of many intellectuals who lived in New York during the war. Hitler’s concept
of National Socialism did not draw from a close reading of Marx. During the Depression,
Rosenberg concentrated more on the distortions of Marx’s key texts such as Capital and The
Communist Manifesto. Hence, his focus on Stalin. As he saw it, Hitler had harbored an “enmity
towards the intellect” and was a “mediocre artist.”96 But he was not nearly as mindless as the
subjugated members of the Nazi Party, whom Rosenberg thought demonstrated little capacity
for action by willingly implementing their leader’s anti-Semitism and violence. He was aware of
Hitler’s racism, and of his campaign to rid Germany of the Jews, dissident artists, academics,
scientists, and engineers. He also had a clear sense of Hitler’s “shamelessness.”97 But these
denunciations were peripheral until after the war, built into larger discussions such as the
“obstacles to individual freedom”98 in totalitarian states and the defeat of Paris as the epicenter
of modernism.the men on the wallRosenberg’s view of Hitler was largely informed by the writings
of Leon Trotsky. Although exiled by Stalin from the Soviet Union in 1929, Trotsky remained a
keen observer of the foibles of the Comintern, or Third International. He observed that the
German Communist Party (KDP) was so dominated by Stalin that it could not achieve alliance
with the Social Democratic Party. The drawback eventually empowered Hitler and ensured his
victory in 1933. Trotsky’s pamphlet, “Germany, What Next?” was crucial for Rosenberg’s
understanding that “Hitler would get in and that he would smash the whole Social Democratic as
well as the Communist structure and institute this kind of terrible dictatorship.”99 In Rosenberg’s
retelling, it was Stalin who loomed over the rise of German fascism, what with KDP doctrine
indifferent to the revolutionary politics displaced by the Weimar Republic. Although Rosenberg
knew that the Nazi government was an aberration, dependent upon rehabilitation of the German
middle class, he told Kenneth Burke that “Hitler is bound to be overcome.”100 His prophecy was
washed in optimism and belief that some iteration of the Commune would result in Hitler’s
demise.Rosenberg probably marched with Tabak again in the May Day parade in 1936, along
with Burke and other friends from the Village, much to the disbelief of a former neighbor, Jean
Pucelle, a writer and socialist who had just returned from spending four years in Paris. She
recalled, “There was Harold Rosenberg marching along,” which astonished her, “because these
were all esthetes . . . who had turned their back on social problems.”101 Before Pucelle left New
York in 1932, Rosenberg had flirted with Surrealism, as his stories in transition and Blues attest.
In the interim, he had engaged with Marx, and the theater became an analogy for the drama of
human existence. These interests had merged to fit the imagination into political life, with



Rosenberg no longer convinced of their separateness.During this period, Rosenberg reviewed a
variety of books for both Poetry and Partisan Review. They included Muriel Rukeyser’s first
volume of verse, which he thought had “a will to warm itself against the major human situations
of our day,”102 as well as Granville Hicks’s biography of John Reed, which he praised as a
“persuasive study,” albeit one that fell short on a “Marxian analysis of the ideological background
of Reed’s motives.”103 Additionally, he wrote poems that aggrandized the working class.
However, his imagery frequently capitulated to the same stereotypes that he thought set back
social realist literature and painting. “The Men on the Wall,” which was published in Poetry in
1934, reworked the ubiquitous trope of a clenched fist used in illustrations and posters from the
time of the October Revolution:A raised arm has many meanings.Convictions falter with desire;
the arm remains.You have seen a swordin the hand of the armflower from a sleeve of gold
brocade . . .. . . and that arm’s fist,whose khaki cuff is stained with grease,is yours, and clasps the 
hammer of your old resolveAnd whose contending tendons flex with threatagainst the
background factories and glass?A raised arm has many meanings.104Similarly, “1776,” which
appeared in the May issue of Poetry, just as the annual labor parades took place internationally,
merged the American Revolution, the Siege of Paris, and the Bolshevik Revolution into one
overloaded crise d’esprit for the proletariat:1776stands in their throats,like iron it’llchoke
them.Nothing tosneak back to—no kinglike Greece,no tyrantlike Germany,nothingbut a
People’sRevolution . . .between theirjaws, turninghot again.It’s allredwith the sparks ofthe
Commune,with the fireof October.105In 1936, after his verse had appeared in Blues, Pagany,
Poetry, and the Partisan Review, William Phillips and Philip Rahv, the editors of the Partisan
Review, characterized Rosenberg as part of a younger generation of poets—he was still only
thirty—committed to “revolt within the tradition of poetry rather against it.”106 The accolade was
a statement more of their own growing modernist tilt than of Rosenberg’s aesthetic preferences.
Both editors had increasingly prized contemporary literature that suffused politics within
inventive forms. That equilibrium changed when Partisan Review was relaunched in late 1937.
After concurrent waves of fascism in Europe, refinement to the languages of poetry seemed
paradoxically more at stake, and figures such as T. S. Eliot became their mainstay.5you would
have to be recluse to stay out of itart frontwe put out the magazine, they are a bunch of dummies!
Rosenberg never became a fellow traveler, let alone a member of the Communist Party,
whatever his disposition toward Socialism.1 His prevarications about communism during the
Depression inhibited a commitment to the CPUSA. For every affirmation of revolution that
appears in his verse, there exist contrasting themes that related to love, consciousness, and
subjectivity. In December 1935, Rosenberg was appointed to the editorial board of Art Front (fig.
8), a publication launched jointly by the Artists’ Union and the Artists Committee of Action, just
as the Popular Front began to gain strength through its bloc of industrial unions, protest groups,
and community activists. He wrote his first critical pieces on art for the periodical, while
becoming immersed in public battles with some of the union’s fiercest communist members, all
of which he waged with insouciance, just as he had jocularly handled Stalin in Max Spivak’s



studio.Fig. 8. Cover of Art Front, November 1934. Harry Gottlieb Papers, Archives of American
Art, Smithsonian Institution.His first piece for Art Front was a satire on the incarceration of eighty
artists and educators who had protested wage and benefit cuts by the WPA. He described not
only the “circus-element in the arrest . . . [but] the memory of the wall of the 54th Street Jail
decorated with rear-views of jackasses, labelled with the names of prominent personages,” all of
which enhanced the picketers’ social understanding of municipal architecture. It was “not with
murals alone that the interiors of some public buildings are decorated.” Although he sided with
the agitators, and described the police as “grotesque,” the levity and farce that pervaded his
report deviated from the mirthless realism of the writing by members of the party in the same
issue.2After its first two issues, Art Front severed ties with the Artists Committee of Action and
became the property of the Artists’ Union.3 It strayed, however, from the predominantly
communist politics of its new sponsor. With Stuart Davis, who had an erudite interest in
Marxism, as editor-in-chief, the articles and reviews in Art Front drew on a democratic mix of
political and aesthetic viewpoints. Initially, the union had been founded as the Unemployed
Artists Union through the John Reed Club in 1933. But in the wake of the WPA, it was
reconstituted to arbitrate labor issues on behalf of WPA employees. The Artists’ Committee, by
contrast, was chartered in the spring of 1934 and overseen by an advisory council, chaired by
John Dewey, which had a mandate to renegotiate the terms of the union and establish a
permanent exhibition space at the Municipal Arts Gallery and Center. Unlike the committee, the
union was not impervious to penetration from outside political organizations.Rosenberg was not
a founding member of the Artists’ Committee of Action, nor did he become involved in its
activities.4 But, as he described in a letter to Harriet Monroe, he did participate in its first show at
the Municipal Arts Gallery in March 1934. He was also drawn to the mission, and to the name,
and much later distilled the organization’s effort to spurn political ideology when he penned “The
American Action Painters.” As he wrote to Mary McCarthy in 1959, when his essay was reprinted
in The Tradition of the New, “Action Painting came right out of the ’30s and its slogan of art as
action . . . by way of a purge.”5 Action painting, as Rosenberg had it, was born of opposition to
fascism and dictators such as Stalin. Although artists such as Jackson Pollock and Willem de
Kooning were never committed to any of the organizations absorbed by the Popular Front—
unlike Mark Rothko, who was a member of the Artists’ Union—most artists took part in political
demonstrations, such as the annual May Day parades. Once the modernist movement regained
traction with the onset of World War II, and upstaged realist painting, the question of an
audience became central to the artist’s independence. How to develop a new body of patrons?
The “act does turn into art,” as Rosenberg rhetorically put it to McCarthy, admitting that painting
had ceased to exist in relationship to social struggle and had become primarily
“interesting.”6When Rosenberg was appointed an editor at Art Front, he joined a board that was
almost wholly composed of members of the Communist Party or fellow travelers—even though
the union was officially nonpartisan—with the sole exception of Max Spivak. Spivak, to whom
Rosenberg was briefly assigned as an assistant on the Mural Division of the WPA, probably



brought him into the publication, impressed by his tirades against communism. Beyond its overt
political bent, Rosenberg encountered a board riddled with shortcomings, the foremost being
the laziness of board members. He recounted that when it came to “putting the magazine out
these editors all vanished,”7 allowing Spivak, Clarence Weinstock (a writer who appeared on the
masthead under the pseudonym Charles Humboldt), and himself to all but take over. As May
Natalie Tabak observed, it enabled them to shape a journal “which reflected their points of view
rather than the Party line.”8 Although Rosenberg considered Stuart Davis among the idlers,
Davis’s activism had migrated to planning the first American Artists’ Congress, of which he was
chairman, and which took place in New York in mid-February 1936.Outside of Rosenberg’s
attitude toward the editors’ lassitude, there were fractious divisions relating to the content of the
magazine. Many artists who were members of the union, including Ilya Bolotowsky, Bryon
Browne, Balcomb Greene, George McNeil, Joseph Solman, and Rothko, were disgruntled by
articles that covered social scene painting, and by opinion pieces and features on labor and
wage disputes that grew out of friction with the WPA. They felt these overshadowed discussion
of the avant-garde.9 Soon after Rosenberg joined the board, he was able—with Spivak,
Weinstock, and Solman, the latter of whom became managing editor in March 1936—to steer
the monthly toward increased treatment of aesthetic issues. In the process, they revamped the
tabloid format and printed the publication on a higher grade of paper that included reproductions
and introduced color into the cover. Rosenberg felt that he and Spivak were responsible for the
lion’s share of the changes at Art Front, but Solman probably had the greatest hand in revising
the look and content of the magazine. He was not only more adept at handling an unruly
membership, but less derisive of the intelligence of the magazine’s readership.Rosenberg was
incapable of withholding his contempt for the Artists’ Union, although he had to become a
member to serve on the editorial board of the journal. He was perceived as an elitist who had
little interest in labor politics or the welfare of the artist. In fact, he approached his role as an
editor with condescension, proclaiming: “We put out the magazine; they are a bunch of
dummies!”10 In a review of Salvador Dalí’s book Conquest of the Irrational, for example, he flatly
stated that Dalí’s work was “not recommended to those readers of Art Front who have
complained of the obscurity of some of the articles in these volumes.”11Tabak alleged that the
board of Art Front was pervaded by mediocrity, which seeped into the diminished expectations
of its subscribers. She related in her memoir that “many members of the magazine’s board were
rabid semi-literates,”12 an opinion no doubt inherited from Rosenberg. In his estimation, Davis
was part of the problem. Despite Davis’s inclusion of multiple outlooks in the journal, Rosenberg
felt that his separation of art from political activity was contradictory and seeded mixed
messages. Why could Marx not be aligned with the avant-garde? Could action not take the form
of solitary endeavor, worked out through writing or painting? Davis’s division of interests was
incomprehensible to many of his peers, including Arshile Gorky, who worked on the Mural
Division of the WPA. Moreover, he attended meetings of the Artists’ Union and occasionally
lectured to large crowds in its hall on Sixth Avenue.Gorky never wrote for Art Front; nor did he



become a member of the union, let alone participate in its demonstrations, despite Davis’s
urging.13 A self-declared leftist, he was also a closeted champion of Stalin, something he hid
from most of his colleagues, including Rosenberg. As an Armenian, Gorky felt tied to Stalin, who
was Georgian. He refused to acknowledge the mass executions, the work camps, and the
Gulag. In addition, his status as an illegal alien in the United States brought on fears of
deportation.Davis and Gorky became friends during the mid-1930s. Yet their relationship never
transcended the trials of the union meetings. Davis was dedicated to, as he phrased it, a
“serious situation [that] demanded . . . much time to the organizational work.” By contrast, he felt
that “Gorky . . . wanted to play.”14 Rosenberg sided with Gorky on “play.” Unlike Davis, he
believed answers to international pandemonium could be found in the studio:Stuart retreated
behind the idea of forms in power. Now what kind of an idea is that? On the one hand he was
running his ass off for the Communist front organizations, he’s talking about form and color, and
he doesn’t let it matter what he did by another painting . . . But he broke with Gorky, because
Gorky said well, “I’m going to go on painting until I find the answer to the question in painting” . . .
Davis said . . . if he wanted to play, he didn’t want to have anything to do with him.15During the
seven months that Rosenberg was active as an editor at Art Front, the paradoxes of reconciling
political engagement with aesthetic commitment consumed him. As he viewed it, Davis’s
reaction was hypocritical, less tolerable than Gorky’s option to find an analogous explanation for
world events by shutting out the dissonance of the Communist Party and the ceaseless fights at
the Artists’ Union. Rosenberg reckoned that Gorky had arrived at a more daring realization: that
the pursuit of pure form was problematic in the face of social upheaval. As he wrote years later,
Gorky had an intuitive understanding that “the bankruptcy of a rationale of progress in regard
both to art and to social history had to be acknowledged.”16As Rosenberg thought about
Davis’s role in the Artists’ Union, he concluded that he had become blinded by faith in “progress,”
a word that rarely entered Davis’s diction, although there were equivalents, such as
“continuation and expansion.”17 Davis construed art and politics as irreconcilable, yet he
supposed they both moved on parallel tracks, driven by notions of growth and betterment.
Rosenberg began to think that this line of reasoning was outdated, nostalgic even, and that it
deprived Art Front of credibility, especially if its pages were to be filled with articles that
elaborated on modernist preoccupations.Through contact with Gorky, Rosenberg gained a
sense of how humanism’s precepts of progress were no longer viable as an interpretative model.
In Gorky’s borrowed imagery—largely taken from Picasso, Matta, and Miró—Rosenberg located
an analogy for the frailty of the autonomous self and the difficulties of renewing art’s
vocabularies in the face of fascism. Gorky’s reworked Picassoid prototypes were veiled
references to the collapse of modern art in Europe. Rosenberg placed Gorky’s work “on the
borderline of social action.”18 Although he considered that de Kooning, Pollock, and Newman,
among others, had more fully digested the events of the 1930s, he believed Gorky had
responded to the “challenge to action in the streets.”19 Stuart Davis was another story: he had
dissociated his painting from his involvement with the Artists’ Union. Hence, he was written off



by Rosenberg as an old-school modernist who still idealized the Left Bank of Paris as an oasis of
artistic independence. Davis had committed other, more egregious offenses in Rosenberg’s
view. That he supported Stalin after the Moscow Trials became public and the Dewey
Commission reported its findings on Trotsky’s murder20 was troubling to him: this was the
antithesis of progress, a naïve presumption that the reformist traits of socialism could still hold.
Davis never became a member of the CPUSA, and his fidelities to communism were always
altruistic. However, after the invasion of Finland in 1939, he reexamined Stalin’s sovereignty and
his hand in Trotsky’s assassination, and his socialist interests withered.the new
realismRosenberg’s contributions to Art Front included his review of Dalí’s book and occasional
features on work by William Gropper and Vincent van Gogh that had been recently staged as
exhibitions in New York.21 He also translated a lecture by Fernand Léger on “The New Realism”
that was delivered at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in the fall of 1935 to inaugurate the first
survey of his painting in the United States. This array was in part the response of a novice critic
still familiarizing himself with art. But he was also fulfilling his editorial role to cover a broad range
of topics and ensure evenhandedness within the journal. He did have certain criteria, however:
he wanted evidence of consistency in art. While he described Gropper as a “revolutionary
artist,”22 the latter’s political cartoons and caustic put-downs of American politicos were deemed
uninventive, unlike his painting. Léger, whose talk Rosenberg rendered into bungled English,
fared better, and exerted subsequent influence on the critic’s writing. (Rosenberg was wholly self-
taught and had little feeling for the nuances of the French language.)Rosenberg’s translation
was unaccompanied by a note, nor did he elaborate on the text in any subsequent commentary.
That task was left to Balcomb Greene23 and Clarence Weinstock, who wrote editorials on the
piece for Art Front, with the last word from Stuart Davis, who objected to Weinstock’s charge that
Léger’s painting revealed a “semi-idealistic relationship to the visible world.”24 Davis had a
vested interest in Léger: his own collages and paintings from the early to mid-1920s were drawn
from the advertising industry, especially his Tobacco series, which echoed the French artist’s
flat, precisionist style. Both artists were also engaged in elevating the imagery of mass culture by
rethinking its low-grade status. In the late 1950s, Davis continued to refer to Léger as “the
backbone of modern art,”25 which affirmed to Rosenberg that Davis’s aesthetics had stalled in
Paris decades earlier.Davis must have assigned Rosenberg the translation of Léger’s lecture. As
the American Artists’ Congress inched toward realization, the demands on Davis’s time
precluded such labor-intensive work, even though Rosenberg mishandled the piece through his
clumsy English approximation. Still, few of his peers on the WPA would have noticed. Outside of
his own interest in Léger, Davis’s decision to run the lecture in Art Front was calculated to jolt the
members of the Artists’ Union, the majority of whom were wed to the figure in art. While Léger
also held onto the body in his work, he had called for an end to “subject-matter,”26 the opposite
of the resurgent social narratives in American painting. Rosenberg would have supported
Léger’s panacea, reading it as a way out of the strictures imposed on artists by the Communist
Party. Yet the potential that Léger saw for new media, such as film, exemplified by his Ballet



mécanique (1923) and Entr’acte (1924), left no palpable mark on Rosenberg’s writing.
Moreover, the artist’s ecstasy over Radio City Music Hall, which he described as an icon of
“social luxuriousness through which crowds circulate,”27 would have eluded him. He could never
uphold Léger’s equation of a “new realism” with the languages of industry, even though Davis
thought it appropriate to the union that ceded to the Popular Front and made alliances with trade
unions and labor consortiums.Léger’s aesthetics were too removed from the self for Rosenberg,
especially his glorification of the “crowd” with its connotations of anonymity. There was the
vexing notion of progress in Léger’s proposition that an elixir of art and commerce could
transform society. Such synthesis was too quixotic for Rosenberg. There was also the risk that
film could be exploited as propaganda.28 Soon after its release in 1934, Leni Riefenstahl’s The
Triumph of the Will was screened in New York, although banned in most areas of the United
States. Rosenberg must have known of her aggrandizement of Germany’s new nation of
soldiers, their pageantry, and Hitler’s oratory.29 While he only occasionally referenced Léger in
his later reviews for Vogue and the New Yorker, the Ballet mécanique represented to him “an
atmosphere of glamour around modern inventions akin to that of the Wonders of Science
Pavilions at an international fair.”30Idealism aside, Rosenberg could relate to Léger’s argument
in his MoMA lecture that new materials were perfect conduits for the “analysis of the isolated
object [which] can go beyond simple artistic and pictorial relations.”31 At least, his “new realism”
had left the door open to explain why the Radio City Music Hall had become an “American
feat”32 as the country approached the mid-century. During Rosenberg’s stint at Art Front, the
artist weighed on his mind, reinforcing that all contemporary art existed in relationship to
material histories. In a review of Alfred Barr’s landmark exhibition, Cubism and Abstract Art,
assembled at MoMA in 1936, and composed of works by Léger, Picasso, Georges Braque, Juan
Gris, Piet Mondrian, and numerous other Europeans—Alexander Calder and Man Ray were the
only Americans included—Rosenberg hammered on “design,” as Léger had called it in his talk,
and stated, “The artistic process whereby the image becomes a design always tends to reach a
termination and to reverse itself so that design becomes part of a larger image or
function.”33Rosenberg’s explanation must have come from the hours that he had spent combing
through his English dictionary to find the right words to elucidate Léger’s “new realism.” The
artist provided him with the heft needed to rebut Barr’s historic schema for abstract art and the
logic in his vectored diagram that was reproduced on the catalogue’s cover. Unlike the
interrelated stylistic paths that Barr had mapped into a tidy monolith—with Cubism at the apex—
Rosenberg argued that modern art was part of a “variegated movement in history,”34
characterized by fissures and endpoints, not by coherence as Barr proposed.Rosenberg had
lobbied for a public discussion of “the social situation of poetry” in his unpublished article for
Poetry a year earlier. After his translation of Léger’s lecture, he finally went on record to state that
Barr’s “design” features meant little without a social hook. There were contradictions that got in
the way of his airtight reasoning. Five years later, when he sat down to write “The Fall of Paris,”
another of his major essays, Rosenberg asserted that there were too many disrupted and



aborted movements within modern painting to establish aesthetic hierarchy as a format.35the
militants were in favor of bouncing us off the boardWhen Rosenberg, Spivak, Solman, and
Weinstock revised Art Front with a new graphic look and reduced the reports on labor issues,
many of the members of the Artists’ Union became agitated. Angry rows ensued at their weekly
meetings that related to the publication’s new modernist focus. Unlike his colleagues,
Rosenberg exercised no savoir-faire at either editorial or union meetings, where he aggressively
propounded his disdain for narrative painting. At one of the Wednesday-evening gatherings held
in January 1936, Joe Jones, an artist from St. Louis, rose to protest the new, narrow focus of the
publication and its failure to report on the political activities of the union. He announced that he
had delegated himself to act on behalf of the midwestern states. Rosenberg responded to
Jones’s declaration by asking, “Who the hell made you the representative of the artists of the
Midwest?”36 His bluster was immediately drowned by heckling from the large crowd of more
than five hundred people who had assembled in the hall of the union. Rosenberg never flinched
during the bellicose exchanges, sure of his position. The members were “dummies,” after all! In
fact, he seemed to revel in these altercations, viewing them as theater.As Jones’s outburst
underscored, it was apparent to the union membership that few concessions would be made by
the editors of Art Front.37 Modernist subjects continued to predominate, skewing whatever
balance Davis had earlier brought to the table. Rosenberg, Spivak, and Weinstock—the last of
whom frequently sided with the dissidents on editorial decisions despite his own interest in
realist painting—were at one point accused of “Robespierrism”38 during the meeting, which
caused Weinstock to fall off his perch on a window ledge where he had been seated during the
proceedings. But as Rosenberg explained it, he and Spivak constituted the real trouble. They
had become a “powerful minority of two,” capitalizing on the passivity and absenteeism of their
editorial colleagues. The union was disgruntled by their takeover and wanted them
removed:We . . . had seized power somehow. We were putting out our kind of magazine in spite
of the fact that we were a minority. So they got up one after another and denounced us . . . So I
got up and said: well how can we possibly run this magazine, we have eleven people voting
against us all the time. We’re obviously a minority . . . The place was packed because it was a big
occasion; they had the editors brought up on charges . . . The militants were in favor not only of
bouncing us off the board, but kicking us out of the union for this political crime, seizing
power . . . It was a great meeting.39Tabak, who attended many of the union meetings,
remembered that the board had put Rosenberg and Spivak through a mock tribunal
orchestrated in advance, with some speeches prepared and read, rather than delivered
spontaneously. They were charged with factionalism. She recounted that the indictment was
driven primarily by the members’ allegiance to the Communist Party: the “sadism of a lynch mob
[was] easier to comprehend than this crazed crusade that ran hot or cold when turned on by an
ideological switch.”40 She was equally aghast at Rosenberg’s indifference to the hostility of the
event and his trivialization of their incriminations. As she described the climax to the evening:The
last speaker for the prosecution was an ad salesman of The Art Front . . . In the name of the



working class, of Marx and Lenin, of the responsible Socialist realist artists, and of the Party, he
denounced everyone who would contaminate “our magazine” with their “elitist capitalist
values.”Harold rose. His rebuttal was not calculated to restore brotherly love. “Now you’ve
listened to this illiterate nonsense,” he said jovially . . . His manner infuriated the crowd. They
brandished fists. They aligned themselves on the side of ignorance, which they equated with the
virtue of the proletariat. Perversely Harold responded to their most bitter charges and threats
with quips and laughter . . . He seemed unaware that he was antagonizing them; that they might
go berserk at any moment.41Rosenberg’s association with Art Front ended six months later. His
name ceased to appear on the masthead after June 1936, when his last review appeared. After
the fracas, Davis and three other board members resigned immediately. Their roles in the first
American Artists’ Congress were too demanding, although Davis continued to write for the
journal until its demise in 1937. He was replaced by Joseph Solman; later, Clarence Weinstock
became managing editor. As a card-carrying member of the Communist Party, Solman was
more acceptable to the union, better skilled at negotiating the dual aesthetic interests of the
membership, and more likely to implement the CP’s political line. At least, that is what the Artists’
Union thought initially. Within a few days of the meeting, an edict was issued, as Tabak recalled,
“from Moscow, itself,”42 which required the Popular Front to effect solidarity with nonaligned
artists and writers. It was a ploy, she explained, for the party to surreptitiously infiltrate cultural
organizations and journals such as Art Front that had remained largely impermeable to the
institutionalization of socialism.While Rosenberg might have been an ideal decoy for the CP,
given his continuing rants against Stalin, he and Spivak were no longer able to maintain their
“power of two.” Too many editors defected in the wake of the meeting: the harassment from the
union had been too wearing. Moreover, Moscow’s covert strategy to recruit members for the
Communist Party was in the process of drifting to the formation of the Artists’ Congress.Spivak
was ousted by the board of the union, which acted on the advice of a French representative of
the Comintern who was visiting New York at the time of the meeting. As the proceedings had
become too rancorous, he urged them to make a token concession to the membership. Spivak
became the fall guy. He was glad to be relieved of his responsibilities, worn down by the power
plays and acrimony. While Rosenberg was not forced out, he resigned a few months after
Spivak’s dismissal, aware that he would have to give up his dominion, even though Solman, the
new editor, was a modernist painter. Just as the furor at Art Front unfolded, Solman became a
member of “The Ten,” with Adolph Gottlieb, Mark Rothko, Ilya Bolotowsky, John Graham, and
others, all of whom banded together in late 1935 to exhibit as a group. They saw themselves, as
Gottlieb stated, as “outcasts in the art world, struggling against the Establishment.”43
Rosenberg failed to achieve unanimity either with Solman or with The Ten. He was undone, like
Spivak, by the activities of the union, despite his indifference to their catcalls and the bravado he
had displayed at meetings.Rosenberg did not sign the petition to create an American Artists’
Congress,44 even though Art Front ran several calls in the fall of 1935 outlining the group’s
position against fascism and war. One announcement focused on “no Hitlerian burning of the



books . . . no burlesque Caesar marshaling Fascist legions to make Rome the mistress of the
world at the price of extermination of mankind.”45 The congress was too dependent upon the
CP to hold Rosenberg’s interest, even though Alexander Trachtenberg, the party’s
representative for cultural affairs, had assured Davis that there would be no interference from the
Central Committee.46 Also, Rosenberg did not qualify for membership. He was not a
“recognized artist of standing,”47 even though he had been Spivak’s assistant on the WPA. So
he stayed away from the event. His affiliation with Art Front was about to dissipate, moreover,
and there was no opportunity for him to write a report on the sessions, as he had on the Writers’
Congress for Poetry. He had no connections to the art press or another magazine in New York.
While he had written occasional pieces for Partisan Review, Phillips and Rahv, its editors, knew
him to be a poet and not an art critic.to preach exclusive internationalism, though not so bad, is
still a great dangerMost of the papers delivered at the first Artists’ Congress reworked the same
themes of frustration aired at the Artists’ Union meetings. Even though, as Davis recounted, the
congress “took in a broader thing”48 and drew on a wider spectrum of artists than those on the
WPA—including Paul Manship and Leon Kroll, whose careers had been established before the
Depression—it succumbed to ideological tyranny, just as Rosenberg predicted.Joe Jones had
signed the petition and was invited to speak at Town Hall, where the congress convened on the
first day. His remarks echoed the union’s position when he contended that “art with a social
bearing”49 had become the subject of repression in America. In his view, the mural as an artistic
genre was particularly imperiled, a target of censorship unlike easel painting. His defense was a
circuitous way to stab modernist painting. Jones’s harangue was in the minority, however. Most
of the talks at the congress stuck to fascism and its racist foundations. Aaron Douglas, for
example, maintained that fascism could be understood by querying any African American: “if
there is anyone here who does not understand Fascism let him ask the first Negro he sees in the
street.”50Apart from Meyer Schapiro’s talk on the “Social Bases of Art,” a didactic tone pervaded
most of the sessions at the congress. Schapiro had studiously distanced himself from the
nationalist language in most of the papers and skirted the issue of race entirely. His lecture was
one of the few to argue that the abstract features of modern art represented a counterpoint to
“repressive institutions and beliefs, like the church or the state or morality, to which most
individuals submit.”51 Invention should be understood as an act of liberation, he thought.
Schapiro knew that the “social bases” of abstract art had been given short shrift by most art
historians. Rather, the emergence of new pictorial forms in the modern period had to be
considered in tandem with the artist’s acute sense of marginalization. As he wrote:The social
aspect of his art has been . . . obscured by two things, the insistently personal character of the
modern painter’s work and his preoccupation with formal problems alone. The first leads him to
think of himself in opposition to society as an organized repressive power, hostile to individual
freedom; the second seems to confirm this in stripping his work of any purpose other than a
purely “aesthetic” [one].52Schapiro’s distinctions were made just as Rosenberg began to
question the “social situation of poetry.” He must have known of Schapiro’s lecture: there were



clear connections in their thinking. He himself was just about to give up on poetry, put off by its
hermeticism, but held out for the possibility that the artist might be able to redirect history
through consciousness of his alienation.There were many attacks on Schapiro’s paper:
apparently, the combative tone of the meetings at the union had carried over to the Congress.
Some of the respondents called for a more impassioned account of American art. Nat Werner, a
figurative sculptor, thought that Schapiro’s take was “completely negative.”53 Louis Lozowick
rebutted, “To preach exclusive internationalism, though not so bad, is still a great danger.”54 As
Lozowick implied, Schapiro had not addressed the United States in his lecture. In fact, he had
lifted his discussion beyond the local to the isolation of the artist under capitalism, adamant that
all modernist art existed in response to repression from audiences and patrons.Schapiro
followed up on the congress with an article on “Race, Nationality, and Art” for Art Front. He had
been struck by a paper delivered by Lynn Ward, a graphic artist, illustrator, and writer from
Chicago, who had tackled ethnic stereotyping in regionalist art, a trait Ward ascribed to
patronage. For Art Front, Schapiro lifted Ward’s title and widened his observations on identity to
incorporate economic class, without which he deemed any discussion of art had the potential to
lapse into propaganda: “The character of an art at a given moment cannot be said to reflect the
psychology of a whole people or nation,” he wrote. “It reflects most often the psychology of a
single class, the class for which art is made or the dominant class which sets the tone of all
artistic expression.”55 Schapiro, who had been appointed a lecturer in art history at Columbia
University in 1928, became a fellow traveler four years later. He voted a straight Communist
Party ticket in 1932, although he never enrolled in the party.56 He had lectured at the John Reed
Club in New York before it was dissolved in 1935, and many of his early articles were published
in journals such as the New Masses, Marxist Quarterly, and Partisan Review.Davis attempted to
draw Schapiro into Art Front by inviting him to attend editorial meetings. Although Schapiro
never served on the board, he did contribute two essays, one of which, “Race, Nationality, and
Art,” was published while Rosenberg was an editor.57 (Schapiro’s second submission, “The
Public Uses of Art,” enlarged on a lecture on Mexican Muralists that he had given at a convention
of the Artists’ Union in May 1936; it appeared almost six months after Rosenberg stepped down
from the board.) He was present at many of the weekly gatherings of the union, and it was there
that he and Rosenberg struck up what became a lifelong friendship.58 Rosenberg retained a
memory of Schapiro being vilified at a union meeting shortly after the Moscow Trials got under
way. As he recalled, the episode replicated his own encounters with the membership:
“Somebody got up and denounced Meyer Schapiro for being a Trotskyite and some hot-head
began to shout, let’s go to his house and kill him.”59Schapiro subsequently became an
independent Marxist, but not initially because of the squabbling at union meetings and his
differences with the Artists’ Congress. Rather, the Dewey Commission that exposed the rank
complicity of the Communist Party in the assassination of Leon Trotsky was the main factor. After
the Moscow Trials were revealed, these findings assumed urgency for Schapiro, just as they did
for Rosenberg and numerous other New York intellectuals. Schapiro stated in hindsight, “When I



read accounts of the trials and of the slaughter of party members, comrades, old revolutionists;
when I read books by people who had escaped from the Stalinist prisons and work camps, it
was a real shock for me. Many party members and sympathizers here in the United States
refused to believe these reports.”60 Subsequent annual gatherings of the congress proved to be
just as fraught and contributed to his growing antipathy to the organization. He remained a
member until 1940, when he was no longer able to countenance the congress’s unwillingness to
extricate itself from the CP as well as its endorsement of the Soviet invasion of Finland. He had
hoped to reform the organization by redirecting its mission through an understanding of the
dialectical relationship of modern art to social history, the interest that he and Rosenberg
shared.Although John Dewey never became a proponent of Marx, he had a dim take on laissez-
faire capitalism, maintaining that it had limited redress for the working class. As of 1935, he had
developed a reformist notion of “social action” that radically reversed liberalism’s early emphasis
on socioeconomic strategies to ensure individual freedom, and he carried these ideas with him
to the commission.61 His term “social action” was alluring to Rosenberg. However, he was never
able to cotton to Dewey’s liberal politics. Like Schapiro, Rosenberg held on to his socialist values
and believed some wisdom could still be had from Marx. After all, Marx’s Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte had hit upon the same absurdity and spectacle of political theater that he
himself encountered at meetings at the Artists’ Union!greenberg’s ur-sourceDespite the
bellicose reception of Schapiro’s paper on “the social bases of art” at the Artists’ Congress in
1936, his ideas subsequently proved influential. For one, they marked the early thinking of
Clement Greenberg, who became an art critic for Partisan Review once the journal was
untethered from the CP the following year. But Greenberg’s Marxist politics were always lumpy at
best, unlike the savviness of Schapiro and his fellow editors.62 In “Avant-Garde and Kitsch,” his
second article for Partisan Review, he wrestled with the social construction of art, concluding
that the modern artist had become a nonconformist distanced from political life, at least in the
studio. Greenberg’s representation followed from his own identification with bohemian culture,
which he deemed an oasis of independence.63 Like Rosenberg and Schapiro, he was
enmeshed in the ideological battles of the late 1930s, when many thinkers on the left reflected
on the peripheral social status of the artist and the writer. Stuart Davis’s bifurcated response to
his painting and the Artists’ Union underscored a conflict that many intellectuals felt needed
clarification. However, unlike his peers, Greenberg quickly drained his writing of Marxist allusion,
leaving behind any debt to Schapiro.It never mattered to Greenberg that Jackson Pollock, in
whose work he would take a deep interest, had attended meetings of the Communist Party in
Los Angeles while still in high school in the late 1920s.64 Pollock had taken part in the May Day
parade in New York in 1936, along with Rosenberg and Tabak, and built the armature for a float
designed by David Alfaro Siqueiros, the revolutionary Mexican muralist and communist who
traveled to New York to attend the first Artists’ Congress. Pollock had equated the artist with the
worker, a connection made for him by Thomas Hart Benton, his teacher at the Art Students
League where he was enrolled in 1930. In one of his last communications with his (largely



estranged) father, who was a Bolshevik sympathizer and avowed socialist, he declared that
painting “had a common meaning to the masses.”65 These analogies evaded Greenberg, even
in an obituary that he wrote for the artist.66Greenberg’s reading of Marx was never deep enough
to treat the situation of the artist during the Depression. He gravitated more to modernism’s
continual wariness with the figure, rather than with the consequences of its repudiation.67 Unlike
Rosenberg and Schapiro, he had no desire to ferret out the nuances of Marxist doctrine. His
interests were buttressed more by study of Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Aesthetic Judgment,
particularly the philosopher’s explanations of beauty and the way taste is ineffably rooted in
subjectivity, not capable of objectification. Kant was Greenberg’s Ur-source; his Critique
provided a hook to substantiate his artistic preferences. Within a few years of writing “Avant-
Garde and Kitsch,” Greenberg touted Kant’s Critique as unsurpassed wisdom: “There has been
no greater thinker on art.”68Kant presumed the artist was estranged from society, which allowed
Greenberg to dwell on the vicarious pleasures proffered by painting, such as its enticing material
effects. In “Towards a New Laocoön,” published in Partisan Review in 1940, he went on to state
that “the history of avant-garde painting is that of a progressive surrender to the resistance of its
medium.”69 His essay appeared just as Meyer Schapiro was about to sever ties with the Artists’
Congress and Rosenberg was speculating on the repercussions of the occupation of Paris.
Greenberg’s political views were still aligned with theirs: he knew that Hitler and fascism had to
be eliminated. But he was also politically naïve, if not confused. In the British publication Horizon
he professed that “a Socialist revolution in the West would send an answering thrill through the
German workers. It would come with idealism and sincerity; it would invite the world to join in it in
fraternity and love—yes, love.”70 Rosenberg’s and Schapiro’s grappling with socialism was
never sanguine or giddy. Through their interactions with organizations such as the Artists’ Union,
they knew Marxist doctrine had been defiled by dictators such as Stalin.
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CMM, “This is an extraordinary work. A stunning intellectual accomplishment.. In depth research
on Rosenberg. A great, informative read.”

Ada, “Exceptional new book on Rosenberg. Two authentic independent minds! Rosenberg and
Balken.”

The book by Debra Bricker Balken has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 11 people have provided
feedback.
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